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We have evaluated the potential of discriminant analysis (DA) to detect candidate 
markers associated with twelve economically important traits in a large population of unrelated 
U.S. and Asian inbred lines of rice. Associated marker alleles detected by DA mapped within the 
same genetic intervals when compared with previous traditional QTL mapping experiments that 
evaluated progeny derived from various controlled crosses. New markers identified by DA 
suggest that the procedure can also uncover relevant genetic regions not possible by standard 
genetic tests. With the same dataset, we also compared different modern regression approaches 
for selecting molecular markers associated with the twelve agronomic traits. These methods 
included stepwise forward regression (SFR), least angle regression (LAR) and least absolute 
shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) selection. The epistatic model based on stepwise 
forward regression did successfully identify several interacting loci that explained a relatively 
high proportion of the observed variation for all the twelve agronomically important traits. 
Moreover, the loci identified by the epistatic model mapped within previously known QTL 
regions that underscores the genetic basis of the selected markers. It was concluded that stepwise 
forward regression with consideration for population structure, epistatic interactions, and missing 
data (multiple imputation) was a robust method, compared to the general linear model, to 
identify markers associated with complex agronomic traits. 
Acetolactate synthase (ALS), also known as acetohydroxy acid synthase (AHAS), which 
catalyzes the first step in the biosynthesis of the branched-chain amino acids valine, leucine and 
isoleucine in plants, is a target of five herbicide groups, including sulfonylurea and 
imidazolinone. A recently discovered group of Coreopsis tinctoria Nutt. mutants from the field 
showed high levels of resistance to both sulfonylurea and imidazolinone herbicides. In this study 
 ix
the mutants were compared by chemical, genetic, and molecular analyses with “normal” or wild-
type Coreopsis. A phylogenetic analysis revealed that the ALS gene can serve as a useful 
molecular tool for evaluating evolutionary relationships among plant species. Due to pending 
patent applications by the Louisiana State University Agricultural Center and restrictions of 






































CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Rapid Identification of Candidate Markers Associated with Agronomic Traits among 
Inbred Lines of Rice Using Association Genetics 
 
Almost all agronomically important traits such as yield and its components are 
quantitatively inherited showing continuous variation in segregating populations. It is assumed 
that quantitative traits are controlled by multiple genetic factors each having a small effect on the 
expression of the trait, known as the multiple factor hypothesis (East 1916). Moreover, the 
expression of genes controlling quantitative traits can be greatly influenced by the environment, 
referred to as genotype by environment (GE) interactions (Lynch and Walsh 1998).  
Consequently, the improvement of quantitative traits by traditional methods can be difficult, 
labor intensive, time consuming and costly.  
Genetic markers provide breeders a potential tool to trace quantitative traits that would 
otherwise be impossible by conventional breeding means. Many different types of markers have 
been discovered, including morphological variants, protein polymorphisms, and DNA 
polymorphisms. Morphological markers were the first generation of markers to be used for 
identification and selection for quantitative traits. However, the limited number of the markers 
and the undesirable effects of many of the markers on the target phenotype make them difficult 
to effectively and extensively use these markers to study quantitatively inherited traits (Tanksley 
et al. 1998). Isozymes were the second generation of markers, and used successfully as markers 
to identify QTLs in maize (Stuber and Edwards 1986). The utility of isozymes is reduced by the 
numbers of such markers available (Aluko 2003; Xu 2003).  
DNA-based markers have received the most attention since the first genetic map was 
established using restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) (Botstein et al. 1980). DNA-
based markers reflect genetic polymorphism at the DNA level, which result from any possible 
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differences existing in nucleotides. Compared with other types of genetic markers, DNA markers 
have almost no practical limitation in numbers, often have no direct phenotypic effect, and are 
unaffected by environment. DNA markers can be classified into four different types based on the 
method used for polymorphism detection: (1) DNA-DNA hybridization such as RFLPs; (2) 
PCR-based markers such as random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) using arbitrary 
primers, or simple sequence repeat (SSR) using specific primers; (3) combining use of PCR and 
restriction enzyme technique such as amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP); and (4) 
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) (Xu 2003). Desirable DNA markers should meet the 
following requirements: detection of high frequency of polymorphism, codominance, abundance, 
whole genome coverage, high duplicability, suitability for high-throughput analysis and 
multiplexing, technical simplicity, cost effectiveness, small DNA amount requirement and user-
friendly. Of all the types of DNA markers mentioned above, SSR most readily satisfies all the 
requirements. As estimated from a draft rice sequence, the density of SSRs in the genome is 
approximately one SSR per gene (Xu 2003).  
Rice (Oryza sativa L.) is the world’s most important food crop (Smidansky et al. 2003). 
Rice accounts for 23 percent of the world’s supply of calories (Brar and Khush 2002), and more 
than a third of the world’s population consume rice as the primary source of energy. Rice is one 
of the most important crops in Louisiana. In 2005, 523,739 acres of rice were grown, and the 
gross farm value of rice production was $225 million (Louisiana Summary 2005). Traditional 
breeding has reliably and significantly addressed world food sufficiency for the last century, but 
it has many inherent shortcomings. For example, standard practices require ~ 10 years to develop 
an improved variety primarily because important traits like yield are quantitative in nature and 
heavily influenced by the environment (Lynch and Walsh 1998). Nevertheless, total demand for 
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rice is expected to increase worldwide by 40% during the next 25 years (Brar and Khush 2002). 
It is therefore worthwhile to evaluate new approaches that will not only complement traditional 
breeding efforts to meet food sufficiency worldwide, but to promote the Louisiana rice industry.  
To efficiently exploit DNA marker technology, the identification of specific marker 
alleles associated with agronomic traits is the first critical step. Most efforts in this area focus on 
utilizing controlled populations derived from just two parents to trace quantitative trait loci 
(QTL)-marker associations. The information derived from a particular set of controlled crosses, 
however, may prove questionable if breeders seek to use these markers on different genetic 
populations. Numerous studies have been conducted that identified QTLs contributing to the 
inheritance of quantitative traits including yield and yield component traits of the most important 
crop species such as tomato, maize and rice (Paterson et al. 1988; Xu 1997). Some common QTL 
regions in rice have been detected using different populations (Aluko 2003; Lin et al. 1996; Lu et 
al. 1997; Moncada et al. 2001; Xiao et al. 1998; Yu et al. 1997), but most of the results were 
inconsistent even with the same materials (Ishimaru et al. 2001; Li et al. 2000; Lin et al. 1996; 
Yagi et al. 2001; Zhuang et al. 2000). Moreover, the precision of QTL mapping is still a question 
because a detected interval of 5 cM by this procedure may contain more than 50 genes.  
Linkage disequilibrium (LD), based on pairwise comparisons between observed and 
expected haplotype frequencies, is another method to identify markers associated with specific 
traits. LD is also known as gametic phase disequilibrium, gametic disequilibrium, and allelic 
association that measures the correlation between polymorphisms caused by a shared history of 
mutation and recombination events (Flint-Garcia et al. 2003). LD plays a central role in 
association analysis and has been applied in humans to identify SNPs associated with candidate 
genes or simply-inherited phenotypic traits (Pritchard and Przeworski 2001). Plant breeders and 
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geneticists are beginning to consider LD as a potential tool for crop improvement. Hansen et al. 
(2001) assessed the possibility of LD mapping of the bolting gene in sea beet using AFLP 
markers. Two markers showing significant linkage disequilibrium within the bolting gene were 
detected. The dwarf8 polymorphisms in maize associated with variation in flowering time were 
detected by LD analysis (Thornsberry et al. 2001). Kraakman et al. (2004) employed LD 
mapping to identify markers associated with grain yield in barley.  
In rice, Garris et al. (2003) characterized LD in the candidate region for xa5, a recessive 
gene conferring race-specific resistance to bacterial blight disease. They sampled 13 short 
segments from the 70-kb candidate region in 114 accessions of Oryza sativa L. and sequenced 
five additional segments from the adjacent 45-kb region in resistant accessions. Significant 
linkage disequilibrium was found between sites up to 100 kb apart. Population structure, 
admixture, selection and other factors, however, often lead to false positive associations and 
erroneous conclusions using this approach (Flint-Garcia et al. 2003) 
An alternative method to rapidly identify candidate markers associated with agronomic 
traits among inbred lines of rice is proposed based on discriminant analysis (DA), a 
nonparametric, multivariate procedure developed by Fisher (1936). Balzarini et al. (2000) and  
Capdevielle et al. (2000) first proposed and evaluated DA in plants as a tool for selection of 
molecular markers associated with specific traits and allocation of rice breeding lines into target 
groups, combining information from agronomic and molecular data sets. DA involves the 
creation of “training samples” derived from selected individuals with contrasting phenotypic 
values. From DNA profiles of the selected lines, markers are identified by DA that best 
differentiate between training samples. An error rate, referred to as “% correct classification”, is 
calculated to measure the ability of the markers to correctly assign individual lines to the training 
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samples. With high levels of correct classification, an association between marker and phenotype 
or agronomic trait is inferred.  
DA has been used in plant research for diversity analysis of wild emmer wheat (Fahima 
et al. 2002), identification of drought-tolerant Kentucky bluegrass cultivars using morphological 
criteria (Ebdon et al. 1998) and to estimate position and effects of QTLs in simulated full and 
half-sib families (Gilbert and Le Roy 2003). Microarray expression profiling studies have used 
DA to identify genes and gene clusters associated with human diseases (DePrimo et al. 2003; 
Kari et al. 2003; Mendez et al. 2002; Musumarra et al. 2003) and to detect protein coding regions 
in genomic sequences (Zhang 1997; Zhang et al. 2002). Aluko (2003) compared the percentage 
correct classification with the markers selected by methods of stepwise DA and QTL mapping 
from a controlled cross in rice. The results showed that some common and different markers 
were detected by both methods, and markers selected by DA produced higher correct 
classification than standard QTL mapping techniques. Chapter two of this dissertation describes 
the identification of DNA markers associated with twelve characters of rice using the DA 
method (Zhang et al. 2005). Finally, the procedures described in this proposal were used recently 
in the Louisiana State University Agricultural Center to accurately assign unrelated sweetpotato 
clones using AFLP markers to groups defined by high and low dry matter content (Mcharo et al. 
2004) and DA markers associated with virus resistance in sweetpotato (Mcharo et al. 2005). 
Multiple regression (MR) analysis is also a strategy evaluated to identify markers 
associated with specific traits. Three QTLs with highly significant effects on multinucleate-
microspore formation were identified by ANOVA and stepwise MR in diploid alfalfa (Tavoletti 
et al. 2000). MR of early yield on eight yield-related traits in cassava revealed harvest index, dry 
foliage weight and root diameter as the most important factors associated with early yield. 
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Furthermore, based on single-marker regression analysis, QTLs were detected for early yield and 
associated traits (Okogbenin and Fregene 2002). Stepwise MR was used in two maize inbred line 
crosses to identify nine yield QTLs, five of which were in the same regions as those identified by 
composite interval mapping (Kraja and Dudley 2000). Similar results were found for plant and 
ear height, but for grain moisture, composite interval mapping identified nearly twice as many 
QTLs as stepwise MR. Virk et al. (1996) used MR to identify associations between various 
quantitative traits and RAPD molecular markers with diverse Asian rice germplasm. In the 
analysis of genetic resources and adaptation in Phytolacca dodecandra L’Hér., 17 Ethiopian 
populations (249 individuals) were sampled along altitudinal gradients that varied from 1600 to 
3000 m (Semagn et al. 2000). MR showed a strong association between some RAPD markers, 
altitude, temperature and rainfall. Kraakman et al. 2004 employed step-wise multiple linear 
regression to find markers associated with grain yield and stability in barley. Chapter three of 
this dissertation describes how the addition of an epistatic term in the MR model can improve 
selection of markers associated with agronomic traits in rice.  
The primary research objective in this area was to assess the ability of DA, coupled with 
other procedures described here, to identify candidate markers associated with 12 agronomic 
traits among US and Asian rice inbred lines. Different training samples were created for each 
trait and the corresponding % correct classification was determined. The potential genetic basis 
of the DA-selected markers was evaluated by comparing their genetic map locations with QTL 
markers previously identified by traditional mapping approaches. The DA was also compared 
with a modified MR method to select markers associated with agronomic traits. The information 
obtained from this research may be useful in future rice improvement work for selection of 
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parents in crosses and marker-assisted selection schemes not possible by traditional breeding 
methods.  
1.2 Genetic Studies of Mutants of Coreopsis tinctoria Nutt. 
Weeds are a constant limitation to optimal commercial crop production and can cause 
substantial yield losses in all growing seasons in the world. The use of herbicides is considered 
an effective, easy and comparatively inexpensive approach to control noxious weeds. 
Acetolactate synthase (ALS) (acetohydroxyacid synthase, AHAS, E.C. 4.1.3.18), which 
catalyses the first common step in the biosynthesis of the branched-chain amino acids in plants, 
is a target of five herbicide groups, viz. sulfonylurea, imidazolinone, triazolopyrimidine, 
pyrimidinyl oxybenzoate, and sulfonylanminocarbonyl-triazolinones (Mallory-Smith and 
Retzinger, 2003). These herbicides block the biosynthesis of valine, leucine and isoleucine (Ray 
1984; Santel et al. 1999; Schloss 1990; Shaner et al. 1984; Sibony and Rubin 2003; Stidham and 
Shaner 1990; Subrananian and Gerwick 1989; Subrananian et al. 1990). ALS-inhibiting 
herbicides have been used as selective agents in laboratory studies to isolate a range of resistant 
biotypes from otherwise susceptible populations (Falco and Dumas 1985; Haughn and 
Somerville 1986). More than 70 field plants throughout the world also have been reported 
showing resistance after repeated applications of ALS-inhibiting herbicides for more than three 
years (Heap 2003; Saari et al. 1994). 
Resistance in many cases has been attributed to single point mutations which can occur at 
multiple sites within the ALS gene (Shaner 1999) that provide opportunities to study the 
molecular basis of resistance and to transfer cloned resistance genes to different economic crops 
for weed management. Most ALS mutant lines either from laboratory or field sources generally 
possess a nucleotide base-pair substitution at only one or two sites (Boutsalis et al. 1999) and do 
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not show a broad spectrum of resistance to ALS-inhibiting herbicides. Consequently, it would be 
beneficial to discover new gene sources of ALS that exhibit a broad spectrum of resistance for 
basic biochemical and molecular studies and to transfer high levels of resistance to commercial 
crops. Dr. Dearl Sanders of the Louisiana State University Agricultural Center recently 
discovered Coreopsis tinctoria Nutt. plants along a highway in Louisiana that are resistant to 
ALS and AHAS inhibiting herbicides (http://www.lsuagcenter.com/inst/research/stations/ 
idlewild/pdfs/WeedScience/Wildflower1.pdf). Unlike most other ALS mutants produced from 
chemical mutagenesis, the Coreopsis tinctoria Nutt. plants are highly resistant to both 
sulfonylurea (sulfometuron methyl “Oust®”; chlorsulfuron “Glean®”) and imidazolinone 
(imazapyr “Arsenal®”; imazapic “Plateau®”) herbicides.   
Two parallel reactions are catalyzed by the ALS enzyme: synthesis of (S)-2-acetolactate 
from two molecules of pyruvate and synthesis of (S)-2-aceto-2-hydroxybutyrate from a molecule 
each of pyruvate and 2-ketobutyrate (Guttieri et al. 1996; McCourt et al. 2006; Singh et al. 
1988). (S)-2-acetolactate is a precursor of valine and leucine while (S)-2-aceto-2-
hydroxybutyrate is a precursor of isoleucine. In eukaryotes, ALS is encoded in the nucleus and is 
located in plastids of plants (Bowen et al. 1997; Duggleby and Pang 2000) or in mitochondria of 
fungi (Duggleby and Pang 2000). An N-terminal transit peptide is presumed to direct the protein 
to the appropriate organelle, and it is usually assumed that this transit peptide is cleaved during 
or after translocation. The site of cleavage has not yet been established for any ALS protein 
(Duggleby and Pang 2000). Most diploid plant species have a single ALS locus (Arabidopsis 
thaliana (L.) Heynh. and Xanthium strumarium L.), with corn (Zea mays L.) and sunflower 
(Helianthus annuus L.) being notable exceptions with two loci (Guttieri et al. 1996) and three 
loci (Kolkman et al. 2004), respectively. Tetraploid tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum L.) has two loci 
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(Chaleff and Bascomb 1987); Brassica species possess five loci (Rutledge et al. 1991); and 
Gossypium Hirsutum L. contain six loci (Grula et al., 1995). Coreopsis tinctoria Nutt. is reported 
to be a diploid species (Strother 1983), but the exact number of ALS loci is unknown. The 
mature ALS protein is approximately 670 amino acids long (Tan et al. 2005) and is highly 
conserved across species (Guttieri et al. 1996). 
Certain related classes of herbicides are known to inhibit ALS, such as the sulfonylurea, 
imidazolinone, triazolopyrimidine, pyrimidinyl oxybenzoate, and sulfonylanminocarbonyl-
triazolinones, by binding to a relic quinine-binding site (Hattori et al. 1995, Santel et al. 1999). A 
major advantage of these compounds is their high efficacy, broad-spectrum weed control, low 
use rates, and environmental safety (Mazur and Falco 1989). Chlorsulfuron (Glean®) was the 
first ALS inhibitor marketed in North America in 1982 (Guttieri et al. 1996). Sulfometuron 
methyl (Oust®) is another sulfonylurea herbicide widely used (Guttieri et al. 1996). 
Imidazolinone herbicides, such as imazethapyr (Pursuit®) and imazaquin (Scepter®) are broad-
spectrum weed control herbicides (Guttieri et al. 1996). Imazapic (Plateau®) is a selective 
herbicide for both the pre and post-emergent control of grasses, broad-leaf weeds, and weed 
control in natural areas, particularly in conjunction with the establishment of native warm-season 
prairiegrasses and certain legumes. Imazapic is relatively non-toxic to terrestrial and aquatic 
mammals, birds, and amphibians. Imazapic has an average half-life of 120 days in soil, and is 
rapidly degraded by sunlight in aqueous solution (Tu et al. 2001). Imazapyr (Arsenal®) is a non-
selective herbicide used for the control of a broad range of weeds including annual and perennial 
grasses and broadleaved herbs, and woody species. Imazapyr is not highly toxic to birds and 
mammals, but some formulations can cause severe, irreversible eye damage. Studies indicate 
imazapyr is excreted by mammalian systems rapidly with no bioaccumulation (Tu et al. 2001). 
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Worldwide, there are more than 30 commercial ALS-inhibiting herbicides, indicative of their 
importance for weed management in a wide range of crops (Shaner 1999).  
The lack of inhibition of ALS in resistant plant biotypes is predominantly due to an 
altered form of ALS that is insensitive to certain herbicides (Christopher et al. 1992; Devine et 
al. 1991; Manley et al. 1999; Saari et al. 1990, 1992, 1994; Thill et al. 1993). A second 
mechanism of resistance is enhanced herbicide metabolism resulting in rapid detoxification of 
the herbicide (Christopher et al. 1992; Saari et al. 1994; Veldhuis et al. 2000). Examples for the 
second mechanism include primisulfuron-tolerant corn (Zea mays L.) (Guttieri et al. 1996), 
chlorsulfuron-tolerant soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merr.) (Guttieri et al. 1996), rigid ryegrass 
(Lolium rigidum Gaud.) (Christopher et al. 1991; Cotterman and Saari 1992; Holtum et al. 1991), 
and blackgrass (Alopecurus myosuroides Huds.) (Kemp et al. 1990; Moss and Cussans 1991). 
Single point mutations within multiple sites of the ALS gene can result in a variable 
pattern of cross-resistance between the classes of ALS-inhibiting herbicides (Shaner 1999). 
Initially these point mutations were characterized using mutants generated in the laboratory, e.g., 
ALS-inhibiting herbicide resistant tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum L.) cell cultures (Chaleff and Ray 
1984; Creason and Chaleff 1988; Hartnett et al. 1990; Lee et al. 1988), Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) 
Heynh. seeds (Haughn and Somerville 1986, 1990; Haughn et al. 1988; Mourad and King et al. 
1992; Mourad et al. 1993; Sathasivan et al. 1991), corn (Zea mays L.) cultures (Bernasconi et al. 
1995), and Brassica napus L. cell cultures (Hattori et al. 1995). The same mutations were later 
detected in field-resistant plants, e.g., lettuce (Lactuca serriola L.) (Guttieri et al. 1992), kochia 
(Kochia scoparia (L.) Schrad.) (Guttieri et al. 1995; Saari et al. 1990), cocklebur (Xanthium 
strumarium L.) (Bernasconi et al. 1995), Raphanus raphanistrum L. (Boutsalis 2001; Hashem et 
al. 2001; Hashem and Bowran 2002; Tan and Medd 2002; Walsh et al. 2001), Lindernia (Itoh 
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and Wang 1997; Itoh et al. 1999; Uchino and Watanabe 2002; Uchino et al. 1999, 2000), and 
Amaranthus blitoides S. Watson (Sibony and Rubin 1996, 2003). Biotypes in at least 20 
monocotyledonous and 44 dicotyledonous plant species were recorded as having evolved 
resistance to several of the ALS-inhibiting herbicides (Heap 2003). This may be due to repeated 
applications of ALS inhibitor herbicides for more than three years (Rubin 1996). 
The majority of mutations known to confer resistance to imidazolinone herbicides have 
been detected in domains A and B of the large subunit of the ALS gene (Tan et al. 2005; Wright 
et al. 1998). These mutations occur at positions (codons) Ala122, Pro197, Ala205, Trp574, and 
Ser653 (Amino acids numbered according to Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) Heynh. described in 
Sathasivan et al. 1990). Mutations at Ala122, Ser653, and Ala205 generally confer resistance to 
imidazolinones, but not sulfonlyureas (Tan et al. 2005). The most common mutations in biotypes 
selected by sulfonylureas occur in the highly conserved domain A with 13 amino acids, where 
any alteration of Pro197 confers resistance primarily to sulfonylureas and triazolopyrimiines 
(Guttieri et al. 1992). A Trp574 to Leu mutation in domain B has been associated with broad 
cross-resistance to representatives of all five families of ALS-inhibiting chemicals (Bernasconi et 
al. 1995; Tranel et al. 2006; Woodworth et al. 1996b). Some mutations occur in domain C where 
an Ala122 to Thr mutation appears to confer resistance only to imidazolinones (Bernasconi et al. 
1995), while an Ala205 to Val substitution in domain D confers broad cross-resistance 
(Woodworth et al. 1996a), as in the case of the Trp574 codon in Domain B. In nearly all 
instances of enzyme-based resistance to ALS herbicides, resistance has been inherited as a single 
gene with varying degrees of dominance (Tranel and Wright 2002). Currie et al. (1995) 
demonstrated that ALS extracts from Pioneer IR corn hybrids were 6-fold more resistant to 
imazethapyr when compared to more than 62-fold resistance in homozygous plants. In the 
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heterozygous XI-12 corn, imazethapyr resistance was 5-fold, compared to 250-fold in the 
homozygous plants, indicating that resistance in corn XI-12 is a semidominant trait (Wright and 
Penner 1998). Similar results were also obtained in Sisymbrium orientale L. (Boutsalis et al. 
1999).  
The objective of this research is to conduct genetic and molecular analysis of the 
Coreopsis tinctoria Nutt. mutants. Specific goals and research results will not be presented here 
due to pending patent applications by the Louisiana State University Agricultural Center.  
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CHAPTER 2: IDENTIFICATION OF CANDIDATE MARKERS ASSOCIATED WITH 
AGRONOMIC TRAITS IN RICE USING DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS1, 2 
 
2.1 Introduction 
Marker-assisted selection has been proposed as a complementary tool in plant 
improvement when reliable phenotyping and selection of complex traits is difficult or inefficient 
(Morgante and Salamini 2003; Xu et al. 2002). The initial task in this process typically requires 
screening potential parents for polymorphic molecular markers and the subsequent production of 
segregating or recombinant inbred populations. Loci or intervals are then defined on pre-existing 
genetic maps that are linked with a trait of interest by single-factor ANOVA (Jermstad et al. 
2003), regression (Wang et al. 2004), interval (Lincoln et al. 1992), or other standard mapping 
procedures. For complex quantitative traits, ≥300 recombinant inbred lines are generally 
evaluated, which require 3 to 4 years to develop. Moreover, relatively few meiotic events in F2 or 
recombinant inbred lines limit the power of linkage analysis to dissect traits governed by 
multiple loci, and examination of genetic diversity in diploids is restricted to only two alleles 
segregating per locus (Flint-Garcia et al. 2003). Production of large segregating or intermating 
populations can promote recombination, but substantial investments in time, labor, and financial 
resources over multiple generations are required. 
Association or linkage disequilibrium (LD) mapping, based on pairwise comparisons 
between observed and expected haplotype frequencies, has been used extensively in human 
studies (Cardon and Abecasis 2003) and recently in maize among polymorphic pairs of SNPs, 
and insertions/deletions of individual candidate genes for maturity and plant height (Remington 
et al. 2001; Thornsberry et al. 2001). Garris et al. (2003) characterized LD in the candidate 
                                                 
1 Published in Theor Appl Genet 110:721-729, 2005.   
2 Reprinted with kind permission of Springer Science and Business Media. 
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region of xa5, a recessive gene conferring race-specific resistance to bacterial blight disease in 
rice. Thirteen segments from a 70-kb candidate region in 114 landrace accessions were 
sequenced along with five additional segments from an adjacent 45-kb region in resistant 
accessions. The results showed significant LD up to 100 kb among sites that suggested genome-
wide scanning may be feasible for markers that are associated with agronomic traits. The 
candidate gene approach was recently employed in LD mapping of QTLs for disease and 
maturity traits in tetraploid potato (Gebhardt et al. 2004; Simko et al. 2004). 
In the study reported here, we evaluated the potential of DA, a multivariate statistical 
procedure first developed by Fisher (1936), to identify candidate markers associated with 
agronomic traits among inbred lines of rice. This method involves the creation of two training 
samples  derived from, in this case, selected inbred lines with contrasting phenotypic values. 
From DNA profiles of all inbred lines included in the experiment, markers are identified by DA 
that best differentiate among the training samples. An error rate, referred to as “percent correct 
classification,” is calculated to measure the ability of the markers to correctly assign individual 
lines to the training samples. With high levels of correct classification, an association between 
marker and phenotype or agronomic trait is inferred. 
DA has been used in plant research for diversity analysis of wild emmer wheat and 
species of Aster (Cammareri et al. 2004; Fahima et al. 2002) identification of drought-tolerant 
Kentucky bluegrass cultivars using morphological criteria (Ebdon et al. 1998), and to estimate 
position and effects of QTLs in simulated full and half-sib families (Gilbert and Le Roy 2003). 
Microarray expression profiling studies have utilized DA to identify genes and gene clusters 
associated with human diseases (DePrimo et al. 2003; Kari et al. 2003; Mendez et al. 2002; 
Musumarra et al. 2003) and to detect protein-coding regions in genomic sequences (Zhang 1998; 
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Zhang et al. 2002). Finally, DA procedures were used recently to accurately assign unrelated 
sweet potato clones, using AFLP markers to groups defined by high and low dry matter content 
(Mcharo et al. 2004). 
The objective of this research was to assess the ability of DA, coupled with other 
procedures described here, to identify candidate markers associated with 12 agronomic traits 
among US and Asian rice inbred lines. Different training samples were created for each trait, and 
the corresponding percent correct classification was determined. The potential genetic basis of 
the DA-selected markers was evaluated by comparing their map locations with QTL markers 
previously identified by traditional mapping approaches. 
2.2 Materials and Methods 
2.2.1 Plant Materials 
A total of 123 US lines were randomly selected from California (34 lines), Texas (35 
lines), Arkansas (28 lines), Louisiana (24 lines), Mississippi (1 line), and Missouri (1 line). In 
addition, 95 rice lines from 17 countries of Asian, African, and South American origin were 
included. For field studies, each rice line was transplanted into a plot each with four rows and 32 
plants at Alvin, Texas, during the summer of 1996 and 1997. Eight plants from the center of each 
plot were evaluated to determine characteristic phenotypes, including plant height (ground to tip 
of tallest panicle), heading date (days from planting to 50% of plants flowered), tiller number, 
panicle length, 1,000-grain weight, grain length, grain width, grain length/width ratio, grain 
thickness, flag leaf length, flag leaf width, and stem diameter. One productive tiller of each 
selected plant was taken for measurement of stem diameter, flag leaf length, and width. From 
each line three typical plants were selected as “type specimens” for panicle harvesting. Three 
panicles from each of the three typical plants were then evaluated for panicle length. Ten seeds 
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from each line were used to measure grain length, width, and thickness. Two samples from each 
entry were used to obtain data for 1,000-grain weight. Data were averaged across each trait and 
line, and an ANOVA was carried out (PROC MIXED, SAS Institute, version 9.0) to detect 
differences among mean values of US and Asian lines. The type specimens were used as seed 
sources for molecular analysis. 
2.2.2 Discriminant Analysis and Associated Procedures 
DNA profiles were obtained for lines, using 60 SSR and 114 RFLP markers selected 
randomly over the 12 rice chromosomes at ~10- to 12-cM intervals (for additional details, see Xu 
et al. 2004).  
To analyze phenotypic data, the following procedures were carried out: 
1. Transformed data if necessary to normal distribution by log, square root, or other methods. 
2. Used one, two, or three standard deviations of trait distribution to create user-defined training 
samples. 
For molecular data analysis: 
1. Transformed raw marker data to identify individual alleles. 
2. Filled in missing marker data, using the Multiple Imputation procedure (SAS Institute ver. 
9.0). 
3. Performed molecular analysis of variance (AMOVA, Excoffier et al. 1992) of marker profiles 
to test differences among training samples using Arlequin software (Schneider et al. 2002). 
4. Identified potential population structure by genetic distance (http://www.powermarker.net) or 
model-based (http://www.stats.ox.ac.uk/ ~pritch/home.html) method.  
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5. Performed parametric discriminant analysis (PROC STEPDISC, SAS Institute ver. 9.0, 
forward method, select up to 15 alleles, minimum criteria set with default SLENTRY=0.15) to 
identify marker(s) that best differentiate training samples within each subpopulation. 
6. Used nonparametric method within the DISCRIM procedure (SAS Institute ver. 9.0) to 
perform k-nearest-neighbor classification of inbred lines into pre-defined groups. 
7. Calculated percent correct classification with cross-validate option within the PROC 
DISCRIM procedure (SAS Institute ver. 9.0). 
SSR and RFLP markers were located on the Rice–Cornell SSR 2001-1 and /or Rice–
Cornell RFLP 2001–2002 genetic maps (http://www.gramene.org). Polymorphism information 
content (PIC) and gene diversity index (GDI) values were calculated using the PowerMarker 
program (http://www.powermarker.net). Linear correlations among traits were obtained using 
PROC CORR (SAS Institute ver. 9.0). 
2.3 Results and Discussion 
The US and Asian lines exhibited a wide range of phenotypic diversity for all 12 traits 
measured under Texas field-plot conditions (Table 2.1). Mean values for flag leaf width, panicle 
length, and 1,000-grain weight were not significantly different between US and Asian lines. The 
US material produced greater grain length and grain length/width ratio than the Asian 
germplasm, while plant height, heading date, flag leaf length, tiller number, stem diameter, grain 
width, and grain thickness showed greater mean values in Asian versus US lines. Heading date 
was weakly to moderately correlated with plant height, stem diameter, and flag leaf length 
(r=0.38, 0.31, and 0.36, respectively, P<0.001 for all). Plant height was moderately correlated 
with panicle length, stem diameter, and flag leaf length (r=0.58, 0.61, and 0.51, P<0.001 for all). 
While productive tiller number was not correlated with any character, 1,000-grain weight as a 
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Table 2.1. Mean values of agronomic traits of US and Asian rice lines, 1996-1997, Alvin, Texas. 
US + Asian lines US lines  Asian lines  Trait 
Mean ± SD Range Mean ± SD Range  Mean ± SD Range 
US vs Asian 
P-valuea 
Plant height (cm) 106.54 ± 20.64 63.00-185.40 101.76± 16.69 71.80-138.40  112.72± 23.54 63.00-185.40  0.001 
Heading date (d) 95.79 ± 9.17 75.00-129.00 94.01± 7.00 82.00-119.00  98.11± 11.01 75.00-129.00  0.001 
Flag leaf length (cm) 34.04 ± 6.03 20.40-53.60 33.13± 5.49 20.40-48.60  35.23± 6.51 23.20-53.60  0.011 
Flag leaf width (cm) 1.49 ± 0.26 1.00-2.40 1.47± 0.21 1.10-2.10  1.50± 0.31 1.00-2.40  0.339 
Tiller number 12.03 ± 8.33 4.20-50.20 7.76± 2.42 4.20-16.20  17.57± 9.89 5.40-50.20  0.001 
Stem diameter (mm) 5.05 ± 0.91 2.90-8.30 4.93± 0.75 3.40-7.20  5.22± 1.07 2.90-8.30  0.021 
Panicle length (cm) 22.87 ± 2.99 15.90-31.00 22.62± 2.93 15.90-29.20  23.21± 3.05 16.20-31.00  0.150 
Grain length (L) (mm) 8.94 ± 1.05 6.80-12.20 9.14± 0.95 7.20-11.10  8.67± 1.12 6.80-12.20  0.001 
Grain width (W) (mm) 2.95 ± 0.41 2.20-4.00 2.88± 0.42 2.20-4.00  3.05± 0.39 2.30-3.80  0.003 
Grain L/W ratio 3.11 ± 0.70 1.89-4.83 3.27±  0.70 2.00-4.32  2.91± 0.64 1.89-4.83  0.001 
Grain thickness (mm) 2.09 ± 0.15 1.80-2.50 2.07± 0.14 1.80-2.50  2.12 ± 0.15 1.80-2.40  0.017 
1000 grain weight (g) 25.73 ± 3.53 14.30-36.70 25.35± 3.26 14.30-33.30  26.23± 3.82 17.20-36.70  0.070 
a P values calculated from PROC MIXED, SAS Institute, ver. 9.0. 
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component of grain yield was associated with grain width and thickness (r=0.61 and 0.66, 
P<0.001 for both). The high level of trait diversity across the US and Asian germplasm was 
reflected in high levels of molecular variation, with 1,153 alleles detected across the 60 SSR and  
114 RFLP sampled loci. When all lines were combined, the average number of alleles per locus, 
allele frequencies, and PIC values were similar to those previously reported by Xu et al. (2004). 
Greater diversity in the Asian versus US material was observed in all comparisons. For example, 
the mean PIC value for Asian lines was greater (0.499, range 0–0.913) than the US germplasm 
(0.269, range 0–0.882), and the mean number of Asian alleles per locus of 6.3 (range 1–29) was 
greater than the US accessions with a mean of 4.20 and a range of 1–25. The 12 monomorphic 
loci observed across all US and Asian lines (RZ386, CDO328, CDO524, RZ69, CDO244, 
RZ495, CDO89, RZ593, CDO544, CDO412, RZ900, and CDO1338) were produced using 
cDNA probes during the RFLP analysis. The markers CDO118, CDO395, CDO962, RZ2, RZ14, 
RZ87, RZ103A, RZ166, RZ499, RZ599, RZ783, and RZ836 were monomorphic in the Asian 
lines, but not in the US or combined material. The number of detected US monomorphic loci was 
the same as in the combined analysis plus six additional markers (BCD349, CDO36, CDO127A, 
CDO686, RZ141A, and RZ141B). Population structure analysis revealed three subpopulations, 
where subpopulation 1 consisted of 159 individuals, of which 136 (86%) were classified as 
japonica lines, and 117 (74%) were US lines. Subpopulations 2 and 3 were composed of 16 and 
43 individuals, respectively, with 6/16 (37%) and 11/43 (25%) classified as japonica accessions 
and 3/16 (19%) and 3/43 (7%), respectively, were of US origin. The remaining individuals were 
classified as indica accessions. The range of phenotypic values overlapped for all traits among 
the three subpopulations (data not shown) as well as the US, Asian, and combined lines 
(Table 2.1). Mean values across subpopulations were similar for most traits except for the grain 
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measurements, where subpopulation 1 produced greater grain length, width, and weight values 
than those of subpopulation 2 and 3. GDI values of 0.29, 0.50, and 0.34 were observed for the 
three respective subpopulations, indicating that population 2, which is the smallest, is also the 
most diverse. A similar trend in mean PIC values for subpopulations 1, 2, and 3 showed 
moderate values of 0.26, 0.46, and 0.31, respectively, that bracketed the PIC value for the 236 
US and Asian lines reported by Xu at al. (2004). Mean frequencies across all alleles within each 
subpopulation were nearly identical with each other (0.22, 0.24, and 0.26), but when the US 
material was compared with the Asian material, the mean frequency of alleles in the combined 
US group (0.24) was larger than in the Asian (0.16) or in the combined dataset (0.15). Overall, 
these results suggest that the extent of phenotypic and molecular diversity of each of the 
subpopulations was comparable to all lines combined, but that the Asian material was 
considerably more diverse that the US accessions. 
Table 2.2 shows that the DA procedure correctly classified the rice lines into early or late 
heading groups, using 5–10 markers. For the remaining traits, 86–100% correct classification 
was obtained with 1–15 markers, using the 1 standard deviation (SD), 2SD, or 3SD training 
samples. Accuracy did increase in all cases, with increasing numbers of markers used within 
each defined group or training sample. Population structure appeared to have little impact on 
accuracy of classification for heading date (Table 2.2), most likely due to similar characteristics 
among subpopulations and combined lines discussed above and to a relatively large proportion 
of individuals (73%) occurring within subpopulation 1 used for analysis. The same trend was 
observed for the remaining traits. 
Data from Table 2.3 and Fig. 2.1 show that DA-selected markers were detected in the 
same or nearby regions for agronomic traits as previously identified QTLs. For example, in a  
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Table 2.2. Percent correct classification of 218 inbred rice lines assigned to defined groups of 
early and late heading date as training samples using a k-nearest neighbor algorithm with and 
without consideration of population structure, 1996-1997, Alvin, Texas. 
Training samples 
for selection 
No. lines Early / late 
heading groups 
 No. of DA-selected alleles and % correct 
classification 
   1 5 10 15 
Assuming  218 1SDa 66 86 79 95 
no structure  2SD 73 93 98 100 
  3SD 84 99 100 NDb 
Assuming structure       
Sub population 1c 159 1SD 71 86 93 94 
  2SD 78 94 100 ND 
  3SD 88 100 ND ND 
a 1SD = one standard deviation between early and late groups; 2SD = two standard  
   deviations; 3SD = three standard deviations. 
b  No data obtained because all discriminating markers were selected. 
c Only sub population 1 was evaluated because remaining two subpopulations contained  
   insufficient size (n = 16, 43) for analysis. 
 
comparison of 23 previous papers reporting the position of rice QTLs for similar traits, DA-
selected allele RM263_156_2 mapped within the 7.2-cM QTL qHD-2 (Zou et al. 2000) on 
chromosome 2 for heading date, and RM250_170_11 mapped within the 22.1-cM unnamed QTL 
reported by Brondani et al. (2002), near the bottom of chromosome 2. Three DA alleles, 
RM204_120_9, RM204_166_26, and RM204_104_2, were found on chromosome 6 for heading 
date within the 12-cM QTL Hd6c (Xing et al. 2001), the 31.4-cM hd6 (Yu et al. 2002), and the 
20.4-cM dtm6.1 (Xiao et al. 1998). DA alleles RM248_102_12 and RM248_84_5 were detected 
within the 14.1-cM QTL DTF1 (Brondana et al. 2002) for heading date, located on the bottom 
half of chromosome 7. The same two DA alleles were also found associated with this trait within 
the 12.9-cM QTL Hd2 (Ishimaru et al. 2001; Lin et al. 1998; Yamamoto et al. 2000) and within 
the 59.4-cM interval Qhd7 (Mei et al. 2003). 
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Table 2.3. SSR/RFLP alleles identified by DA from 1 SD, 2 SD and 3 SD training samples among 218 US and Asian inbred rice lines. 
Trait DA-selected RFLP/SSR alleles producing 96-100% correct classification 
 1SD Training Sample 2SD Training Sample 3SD Training Sample 
Plant Height 
(cm) 
CDO405_140_3a, CDO580_6_1, RZ424B_26_1, RM212_136_7, RM263_156_2, 
RM247_154_12, RM21_132_2, RM235_96_2, RM1_89_6, RG716_154_4, 
RM232_156_10, RM22_187_3, RZ53_22_1, RM232_150_7, RM205_155_12 
RM255_151_7, RM212_136_7, RM20B_207_1, RZ53_22_1,        
RM259_158_7, RM38_238_3,   RM241_130_8, RM38_266_17,      
RM22_185_2, RM10_164_2 
RM18_159_4,   RM235_136_15,   RM248_80_3,    
RZ404_97_5        
Heading date 
(d) 
RM263_156_2, RM248_92_8, RM255_149_6, RZ740_60_5, RG716_96_3, 
RM219_210_9, RG146_31_1, RM204_178_30, RM255_141_2, RM44_130_13, 
RM224_140_7, RM55_231_3, RM22_193_6, RZ53_22_1, RZ537A_64_8 
RG716_96_3,     RM248_102_12, RM263_156_2,  RM247_154_12, 
RM204_120_9,  RM84_110_3, RM255_153_8,  RM202_180_10, 
RM204_166_26, RM250_170_11, RZ574_102_1,     RM209_159_15 
RM10_163_1, CDO78_63_2, RG716_96_3, 
RM10_179_12, RM248_84_5, RM11_125_2, 
RZ206B_69_2, RM204_104_2, CDO78_68_3, 
RM19_246_7, RM19_225_5, RM204_180_31  
Flag leaf 
length (cm) 
CDO456_36_6, RZ424B_26_1, RM235_136_15, RM19_222_4, RM263_160_4, 
RM230_259_6, RM257_173_24, RM204_144_18, CDO202_250_4, 
RM223_161_10, RZ424A_11_1, RM228_152_19, RG716_154_4, RM224_132_2     
RM205_155_12, RM259_171_18, RZ424A_36_2, RM202_178_9, 
RM204_144_18, RM240_132_5, RM240_136_7, RM255_147_5, 
RZ405_43_1, RM20B_216_3 
CDO456_36_6,   RM224_134_3, RM224_156_11, 
RG1109_36_3 
Flag leaf width 
(cm) 
RM44_130_13, CDO78_63_2, RM44_120_12, RM215_148_3, RZ599_38_2, 
RM44_112_8, RZ53_22_1, RM233B_142_5, RM239_144_3, RM38_250_9, 
RM255_143_3, BCD98_44_3, RM14_189_8, RM14_171_2, RM10_179_12 
RM11_127_3, RZ599_38_2, RM215_148_3, RM23_136_2, RZ588_190_3, 
RM209_163_18, RM14_209_15, RM19_249_8, RZ740_55_3, RM209_127_4, 
RM219_222_14, RM226_197_3, RM250_170_11, RM207_137_15 
RM232_162_13, RM21_154_9, CDO545B_48_1, 
RM20A_285_13 
Tiller number RZ400_15_2A, RM212_116_4, RM14_187_7, RM1_95_9, RZ404_33_2, 
RM259_162_11, RM204_140_16, RM226_193_1, RM13_151_10, 
RM240_132_5, RZ599_78_5, RM48_211_4, RZ141A_70_3, RM257_170_21     
RM262_141_1, RM204_168_27 RM262_141_1 
Stem diameter 
(mm) 
RM255_151_7, RZ424A_11_1, RM222_213_9, RZ284_67_1, RM19_216_2, 
RM235_136_15, RM222_209_7, CDO405_180_5, RM21_164_14, RZ405_160_9, 
CDO98_50_1, RM27_158_4, RZ143_91_2, RZ103A_54_3 
RM232_158_11, RZ53_200_5, RM262_157_6, CDO718_39_1, 
RM259_171_18, RM21_162_13, RM22_187_3, RM204_148_20, RZ53_22_1, 
RM257_177_27, RM222_201_3, RM259_158_7 




RM7_175_7, RM232_144_4, RZ424B_26_1, RM224_134_3,       
RM20A_276_10, RM263_160_4, RM212_112_2,  RZ141B_240_2,       
CDO405_170_4, RM38_266_17, RG716_86_2, RM235_96_2        
RM14_183_6, RM55_235_5, RM207_117_6, RZ103A_46_1, RM7_175_7, 
RM20A_302_19, RM228_150_18, RM209_145_9, RM38_266_17, 
RM219_202_5 
CDO405_170_4, RM224_157_12, RM207_125_10 
Grain length 
(L) (mm) 
RZ574_215_2, RM16_184_6, RG757_150_2, RM19_237_6, RM20B_207_1, 
RM1_93_8, RM228_120_8, RM1_117_16, RM205_127_6, RM239_144_3, 
RM257_185_31, RM14_187_7, RZ537A_26_1, RM219_212_10, Z599_78_5 
RZ574_215_2, RM11_127_3, RZ405_158_8, RM18_151_2, RM253_140_15, 




RM248_82_4, RM202_159_4, RM14_183_6, RM51_132_2, RM263_184_17, 
RZ625_180_4, RM232_164_14, RM247_162_16, RM247_172_20, RZ599_40_3, 
RZ400_32_3, RM207_117_6, RM10_175_10, RZ783_40_2 
CDO365_160_4, RM14_183_6, RM232_160_12, RM55_219_1, 




RZ574_215_2, RM258_150_7, RM21_162_13, RM21_154_9, RM202_184_12, 
RM209_161_16, RZ405_158_8, RM240_132_5, RM10_166_4, RM226_269_17, 
RM262_143_2, RM13_151_10, RZ599_78_5, RM226_219_9 
RM14_183_6, RM21_160_12, RZ405_58_2, RM222_219_12, RM248_86_6, 





NDB RM14_183_6, RM18_161_5, RM14_197_12, RM257_177_27, 





RM248_82_4, RM205_161_15, RG901_144_4, RM223_147_3, RM204_178_30, 
RM205_153_11, RM224_138_6, RM259_159_8, RM38_266_17, 
RM226_221_10, RM205_127_6, RM226_273_18 
RM7_175_7, RM255_147_5, RZ424B_54_2, RM16_184_6, RZ599_38_2, 
RM215_156_7, RM202_159_4, RZ206B_69_2, CDO456_28_3, RM21_152_8 
RZ329_43_3, RM44_92_2, CD0118_69_1, 
RM241_138_13 
a First component of allele designation is SSR/RFLP marker, second is allele size in bp (SSR) or 100 bp (RFLP), third is allele number at locus. 
Allele order in table corresponds to its relative contribution to calculated discriminant rule. 
b No alleles identified most likely due to lack of phenotypic variation observed among lines. 
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Fig. 2.1. Chromosomal locations of markers identified by discriminant analysis (DA) and 
quantitative trait loci (QTL) mapping for plant height, maturity, and tiller number in rice. Solid, 
empty, and striped boxes represent QTLs detected in previous research using standard IM/CIM 
methods for plant height, heading date, and tiller number, respectively. DA-selected SSR or 
RFLP markers associated with plant height are underlined. DA-selected SSR or RFLP markers 
associated with heading date are labeled with an asterisk. DA-selected SSR or RFLP markers 
with no label are associated with tiller number. 
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For plant height, DA allele RM259_158_7 mapped to chromosome 1 within the 15.9-cM 
QTL Ph1-1 reported by Cao et al. 2001a (Fig. 2.1). DA-selected allele RM212_136_7 was 
located 4.3 cM from the 24.3-cM QTL PHT1 (Brondani et al. 2002), 4.8 cM from the 33-cM ph1 
(Yu et al. 2002), and 7.3 cM from the 48.6-cM Ph1-2 (Cao et al. 2001a), all on the bottom half of 
chromosome 1. The RM263_156_2 allele selected by DA mapped within the 24-cM unnamed 
QTL for plant height reported by Mei et al. (2003) on chromosome 2. Allele RZ53_22_1 was 
found within the 15.5-cM interval ph4.1 (Moncada et al. 2001) on chromosome 4. 
RM255_151_7 and RM255_143_3 mapped within four overlapping intervals on chromosome 4 
for plant height: the 2.7-cM Ph4-2 (Cao et al. 2001a), the 42-cM ph4 (Yan et al.1999), the 58.6-
cM ph-4 (Lu et al. 1997), the 42 cM Fh4-2 (Cao et al. 2001b), and within the 11.8-cM unnamed 
QTL reported by Fang and Wu (2001). The CDO580-6-1 allele was detected 1.3 cM from the 
6.6-cM QTL Ph5-1 (Yan et al. 1998a) located at the bottom of chromosome 5. DA allele 
CDO405_140_3 mapped within the 9.7-cM interval Ph7-2 (Cao et al. 2001a), 5 cM from an 
unnamed 7.6-cM QTL reported by Ishimaru et al. (2001), and 6.8 cM from the 5.8-cM Ph7 (Yan 
et al. 1998a), all on chromosome 7. Allele RZ404_97_5 was detected 7.5 cM from the 0.16-cM 
Fh9-2 (Cao et al. 2001b) on chromosome 9. DA allele RZ424B_26_1 mapped within an 18.5-cM 
unnamed QTL (Mei et al. 2003) on chromosome 11. DA allele RM235_136_15 was found 
within the 6.9-cM qPHT12-1 (Hemamalini et al. 2000), near the bottom of chromosome 12. 
For tiller number, RM1_95_9 mapped 5 cM from the 14.1-cM tn1-1 (Yan et al. 1998b), 
near the top of chromosome 1, and RM14_187_7 was found 3.5 cM from the 8.3-cM tp1 (Hua et 
al. 2002) at the bottom of the same chromosome (Fig. 2.1). Allele RM212_116_4 was found 
within a 45.5-cM unnamed QTL reported by Lafitte et al. (2002) on chromosome 1, and allele 
RM262_141_1 mapped within the 22.9-cM unnamed QTL detected by Shen et al. (2001) on 
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chromosome 2. RM240_132_5 was observed within the 4.9-cM tn2-2 (Yan et al. 1998b), the 
0.6-cM ppl2.1 (Xiao et al. 1998), and within an 8-cM unnamed QTL reported by Lafitte et al. 
(2002) at the bottom of chromosome 2. Alleles RM204_140_16 and RM204_168_27 were 
detected within the 25-cM QTL tp6a (Hua et al. 2003) on chromosome 6. DA-selected allele 
RZ404_33_2 was found within the 12.9-cM tp9 (Hua et al. 2003) and within an 11.8-cM 
unnamed QTL (Liao et al. 2001), near the bottom of chromosome 9. Finally, DA allele RZ400 
_15_2 mapped 8.3 cM from an 8-cM unnamed QTL reported by Liao et al. (2001), near the 
bottom of chromosome 10. Figure 2.1 shows seven loci (RM259, RM263, RM212, RM255, 
RM204, RM248, and RZ404) on chromosomes 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, and 9 associated with more than one 
trait, which suggests that these markers may be associated with pleotropic or closely linked 
genes for the corresponding characters. DA-selected markers associated with the remaining nine 
traits also mapped within or nearby previously reported QTLs (data not shown). 
In addition to the DA alleles that pointed to the same or nearby regions as previously 
reported QTLs, Fig. 2.1 shows several DA-selected markers not found by traditional methods. 
For example, the following alleles selected for heading date were not found associated with 
previously reported QTLs: RM84_110_3 on chromosome 1, RM255_153_8 on chromosome 4, 
RG716_96_3 on chromosome 6, RM10_163_1 and RM10_179_12 on chromosome 7, 
RM38_259_13 on chromosome 8, RZ596 _200_3 on chromosome 9, RM202_180_10 on 
chromosome11, and RM247_154_12 on chromosome 12. Similarly, DA alleles not associated 
with reported QTLs for plant height include RM18_159_4 and RM248_80_3 on chromosome 7 
and RM20B_207_1 on chromosome 11. For tiller number, DA-selected alleles RM259_162_11 
on chromosome 1, RZ599_78_5 on chromosome 2, and RM226_193_1 on chromosome 4 were 
found at positions other than the corresponding QTLs reported in the literature. These markers 
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identified by DA may therefore represent new loci associated with plant height, maturity, and 
vigor. Similar results were obtained for the remaining nine agronomic traits evaluated in this 
study (data not shown). 
2.4 Conclusions 
Results from this study indicate that marker alleles associated with all traits were 
identified by DA among inbred rice lines at high levels of correct percent classification within 
subpopulations and across all lines. Cross-validation results and a comparison of DA- and QTL-
selected markers on the rice genetic map suggest that this approach can efficiently identify 
markers from multiple germplasm sources. The DA statistical model is built upon various 
assumptions, including normality of data and homogeneity of covariance matrices that appear to 
be poorly satisfied by SSR/RFLP marker data in this study. However, Lachenbruch (1975) and 
Klecka (1980) point out that even with modest violations of these assumptions, DA is relatively 
robust when using categorical data such as the molecular profiles from this study. Therefore, our 
conclusions of marker–trait associations based on DA analysis should not be adversely affected, 
which is supported by our DA–QTL genetic map comparisons. 
Relatively high levels of molecular and phenotypic diversity of the US and Asian lines, 
compared with typical progeny from a single cross, most likely contributed to the ability of DA 
to identify putative alleles associated with the agronomic characters. Population structure 
appeared to have minimal impact on the ability of DA-selected markers to correctly assign 
individuals in this study to predefined phenotypic groups or to map to regions identified in 
previous QTL experiments. However, population structure has been shown to have a dramatic 
effect on DA analysis of other rice populations (Aluko and Oard, unpublished results), so this 
step should always be included as part of the DA procedure described here. Because the level of 
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linkage disequilibrium, i.e., the nonrandom association of loci, can be affected by breeding 
history, additional DA studies of this issue will be required. 
The potential advantages of the DA approach reported here include the ability to 
simultaneously evaluate numerous loci with multiple alleles across a wide range of inbred lines 
for association with simple or complex agronomic traits. Additional genetic analysis of the DA-
selected markers in segregating populations derived from controlled crosses will be required to 
confirm the putative association of the alleles identified in this research with the agronomic 
traits. 
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CHAPTER 3: STEPWISE, LEAST ANGLE AND LASSO REGRESSION MODELS FOR 
MARKER-TRAIT ASSOCIATIONS AMONG INBRED LINES OF RICE 
 
3.1 Introduction 
Association genetics has become increasingly popular as a means to rapidly and 
efficiently identify molecular markers associated with simple and complex traits. However, there 
are currently no clear or concrete methods to accurately select robust markers for all populations 
exhibiting different breeding or evolutionary histories. Reasons for this include population 
structure, admixture, and other factors that can lead to false positive associations and erroneous 
conclusions. We previously evaluated discriminant analysis (DA) to detect candidate RFLP and 
microsatellite markers associated with economically important traits in a large population of 
unrelated U.S. and Asian inbred lines of rice (Zhang et al., 2005). Associated marker alleles 
detected by DA mapped within the same genetic intervals when compared with previous 
traditional quantitative trait loci (QTL) mapping experiments that evaluated progeny from 
controlled crosses.  
Multiple regression (MR) analysis had been used to identify markers associated with 
specific traits in many research projects. For example, Virk et al. (1996) used MR to identify 
associations between various quantitative traits and RAPD molecular markers with diverse Asian 
rice germplasm. In diploid alfalfa, three QTLs with highly significant effects on multinucleate-
microspore formation were identified by ANOVA and stepwise MR (Tavoletti et al. 2000). In 
the analysis of genetic resources and adaptation in Phytolacca dodecandra L’Hér., 17 Ethiopian 
populations (249 individuals) were sampled along altitudinal gradients that varied from 1600 to 
3000 m and MR showed a strong association between some RAPD markers, altitude, 
temperature and rainfall (Semagn et al. 2000). Stepwise MR was used in two maize inbred line 
crosses to identify nine yield QTLs, five of which were in the same regions as those identified by 
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composite interval mapping (Kraja and Dudley 2000). Similar results were found for plant and 
ear height, but for grain moisture, composite interval mapping identified nearly twice as many 
QTLs as stepwise MR (Kraja and Dudley 2000). MR of early yield on eight yield-related traits in 
cassava revealed harvest index, dry foliage weight and root diameter as the most important 
factors associated with early yield. Furthermore, based on single-marker regression analysis, 
QTLs were detected for early yield and associated traits (Okogbenin and Fregene 2002). 
Kraakman et al. (2004) employed step-wise multiple linear regression to find markers associated 
with grain yield and stability in barley.  
Epistasis refers to the phenotypic effects of interactions among alleles at multiple loci. 
Our current understanding of biochemical and physiological genetics, as well as the regulation of 
gene expression, strongly suggests the ubiquitous nature of interactions among gene products. 
Morphological markers were used to demonstrate the existence of digenic epistatic interactions 
in barley populations long before the availability of any molecular tools (Fasoulas and Allard 
1962). Recent genetic analyses using molecular markers in several plant species have clearly 
shown that, in addition to single locus QTLs, epistatic interactions play an important role in the 
genetic basis of quantitative traits (Lark et al. 1995). Li et al. (1997) found that epistasis is an 
important factor for complex traits such as yield components, especially those with low 
heritability such as grain number per panicle and grain weight per panicle. Zhuang et al. (2002) 
analyzed QTLs conditioning grain yield and five yield component traits at the one-locus and 
two-locus levels by using an RIL population derived from an indica-indica cross Zhenshan 97B 
× Milyang 46. Thirty-one QTLs detected showed significant additive effects for yield traits, of 
which 12 also exhibited significant epistatic effects. Xing et al. (2002) used a rice RIL 
population from the Zhenshan 97 × Minghui 63 cross for four yield and yield-component traits 
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that detected 29 QTLs of main effects, and 35 digenic interactions involving 58 loci. Epistatic 
interactions of panicle traits were also reported by Cui et al. (2002). Storey et al. (2005) used 
stepwise forward regression to sequentially select two significant markers and allowed for 
epistatic interactions for each gene expression trait in yeast. The results showed that epistatic 
interactions contribute to gene expression variation for at least 14% of all traits. 
In the study reported here, we used the newly released SAS GLMSELECT procedure to 
select both additive and epistatic models for comparison with discriminant analysis (DA). A 
variety of model selection methods were available in this procedure, including the least absolute 
shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) method of Tibshirani (1996) and the related least 
angle regression (LAR) method of Efron et al. (2004) designed to increase power and precision. 
The stepwise forward selection technique begins with just the intercept of the linear regression 
model and then sequentially adds the effects that most improve the fit. The process terminates 
when no significant improvement can be obtained by adding any effect (Documentation of The 
GLMSELECT Procedure (Experimental), SAS Institute 2005). LAR not only provides a 
selection method in its own right, but with one additional modification it can be used to 
efficiently produce LASSO solutions. The algorithm starts with all coefficients equal to zero, 
then finds the effect most correlated with the response, increases the coefficient in the direction 
of the sign of its correlation with the response, takes residuals along the way, and stops when 
some other predictor has as much correlation with the residual as it has, increases the first two 
coefficients in their joint least squares direction until some other predictor has as much 
correlation with the residual, and continues until all predictors are in the model (Documentation 
of The GLMSELECT Procedure (Experimental), SAS Institute 2005). The LASSO is a 
shrinkage and selection method for linear regression. It minimizes the usual sum of squared 
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errors, with a limit on the sum of the absolute values of the coefficients. When the limit is large 
enough, the constraint has no effect and the solution is just the usual multiple linear least squares 
regression. However, with smaller limit values (>=0), the solutions are shrunken versions of the 
least squares estimates. Often, some of the variable coefficients are zeros that reduce the number 
of variables in the model. Choosing the limit is similar to choosing the number of predictors to 
use in a regression model, and cross-validation is a good tool for estimating the best value for the 
limit (www-stat.stanford.edu/~tibs/lasso/simple.html). 
The principal objective of this research was to compare different regression models, with 
and without interaction terms and population structure for identifying marker alleles associated 
with quantitative traits in a rice population composed of U.S. and Asian inbred accessions.  
3.2 Materials and Methods 
A total of 218 inbred lines from U.S. and Asia were grown in single-row plots in 1996 
and 1997 near Alvin, Texas as previously described by Zhang et al. 2005. Traits measured: plant 
height, heading date, tiller number, panicle length, grain weight, length, width, length-width 
ratio, thickness, flag leaf length, width, and stem diameter. DNA profiles obtained for lines using 
60 SSR and 114 RFLPs were selected randomly over the genome. For phenotypic data: (1) 
Transform data if necessary to normal distribution by log, square root or other method; (2) For 
DA evaluation only, use 1, 2, or 3 standard deviations of trait distribution to create user-defined 
“training samples”.  For molecular data: (1) Transform raw marker data to identify individual 
alleles; (2) Fill in missing data using Multiple Imputation (SAS Institute, ver. 9.1); (3) Identify 
subpopulations by model-based method (www.stats.ox.ac.uk/~pritch/home.html); (4) Perform 
AMOVA (Excoffier et al., 1992) of marker profiles to test differences between pre-defined 
groups using Arlequin software (Achneider et al., 2002); (5) Perform discriminant analysis (proc 
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STEPDISC, SAS Institute, ver. 9.1) to identify marker(s) that best differentiate training samples; 
(7) Use newly released SAS GLMSELECT to perform stepwise forward regression with a 0.05 
significance level and the smallest CVPRESS as criteria to select up to 20 alleles (proc 
GLMSELECT, SAS institute, ver. 9.1); (8) Perform LASSO and LAR with the smallest 
CVPRESS as a criterion to select up to 20 alleles (proc GLMSELECT, SAS institute, ver. 9.1);  
(9) Perform two-way interaction selections with each GLMSELECT selected model, specifying 
that interactions can enter the model only if the corresponding main effects are already in the 
model (proc GLMSELECT, SAS institute, ver. 9.1); (10) Calculate R2 values with proc REG 
(SAS Institute, ver. 9.1); (11) Evaluate goodness of fit for different models with proc MIXED 
(SAS Institute, ver. 9.1). SSR and RFLP markers were located on the Rice–Cornell SSR 2001-1 
and /or Rice–Cornell RFLP 2001–2002 genetic maps (http://www.gramene.org). 
 3.3 Results and Discussion 
DA, stepwise forward regression, and LASSO/LAR models identified the same and 
different alleles for all traits (Table 3.1). Those alleles identified by all three approaches should 
be considered as good candidates for additional analysis and fine mapping studies. DA-selected 
markers collectively explained 54% to 93% of the observed variation for 12 traits while 
individual alleles explained 0.01% to 63% of the variation in training samples. Compared with 
LASSO/LAR, stepwise forward regression markers explained a relatively high proportion of the 
observed variation for all the 12 traits (60%-94% vs. 48%-87%). However, LASSO/LAR tended 
to select markers with higher individual R2 than stepwise forward regression. Similar results 
were obtained by LASSO and LAR most likely because LAR is a solution of LASSO.  
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Table 3.1. SSR/RFLP alleles identified by discriminant analysis (1 SD), stepwise forward 
regression, and LASSO/LAR regression with R2 values in rice. 
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.8133  RZ574_215_2 ∆Ψ          
RM11_127_3 Ψ             
RM10_173_9 Ψ             
RM259_159_8 Ψ            
RM55_229_2 Ψ             
RM228_120_8 ∆Ψ          
RM204_156_22             
RM259_175_21 Ψ          
RM19_237_6 ∆            
RM21_168_16             
RM207_123_9             
RM211_143_1             
RZ599_78_5 ∆             

















.8178 RZ574_215_2  ∆Ψ          
RM11_127_3 Ψ              
RG757_150_2 ∆             
RM14_183_6               
RM235_96_2               
RG64_37_2                
RZ103B_97_2              
RM239_143_2 Ψ            
RM10_173_9 Ψ             
RM11_133_5              
RM226_203_4             
RM259_159_8 Ψ            
RM55_229_2 Ψ            

















































.8680  CDO365_160_4 Ψ          
RM248_86_6 Ψ              
RM14_183_6 ∆Ψ            
RM223_149_4 Ψ            
RM51_132_2 ∆Ψ            
RZ424B_210_7             
RM263_184_17 ∆           
RM232_158_11             
RM250_160_6             
RM1_95_9                
RM241_128_6             
RM263_162_5             
















.8605 CDO365_160_4 Ψ          
RM248_82_4 ∆              
RZ400_32_3 ∆             
RM248_86_6               
RM14_183_6 ∆Ψ            
RM209_127_4              
RM51_132_2 ∆Ψ            
RM21_160_12              
RM232_160_12            
RM223_149_4 Ψ            
RM10_175_10 ∆             
RM235_100_4             
RM1_89_6 Ψ                





















RM21_162_13   
RM21_154_9   
RM202_184_12  
RM209_161_16  



















































































NDd ND ND  RM14_183_6 Ψ             
RM223_149_4 Ψ            
RM232_160_12 Ψ          
RM235_100_4 Ψ            
RM209_127_4 Ψ            
CDO20_94_1 Ψ             
RM47_230_1               
RZ599_38_2               
RM263_179_13            
RZ87_22_2               
RM250_160_6             
RZ323_49_2              
RM202_156_1             
RZ206B_66_1             
















.8201 RM14_183_6 Ψ              
RZ400_32_3               
RZ87_19_1                
CDO365_160_4             
RM248_82_4               
RM209_127_4 Ψ            
RM223_149_4 Ψ            
RM248_86_6               
RG322A_16_1             
RM51_132_2              
RM235_100_4 Ψ            
RM232_160_12 Ψ          
CDO20_94_1 Ψ             

















































.5624  RM51_138_5 Ψ             
RM230_237_1 Ψ            
RM204_144_18 ∆Ψ        
RM211_163_5 Ψ            
RM10_169_6 Ψ             
RM232_158_11 Ψ          
BCD386_91_2 Ψ            
RM204_114_6 Ψ            
RM258_150_7             
RM204_174_28            
RM215_156_7 Ψ            
RM38_266_17 Ψ            
RZ740_58_4              















.6029 RM51_138_5 Ψ              
RZ424A_11_1 ∆             
RM230_237_1 Ψ            
RM10_169_6 Ψ              
CDO456_36_6 ∆             
RM204_144_18 ∆Ψ        
RM209_117_2              
RM232_158_11 Ψ          
RM263_156_2             
RM211_163_5 Ψ            
BCD386_91_2 Ψ            
RM215_156_7 Ψ            
RM38_266_17 Ψ            


















































.6128  RM11_127_3 Ψ              
RM22_189_4 Ψ              
RM14_169_1 Ψ              
RM232_162_13 Ψ          
RM10_171_8 Ψ              
RM207_119_7 Ψ            
RZ390_94_3               
RM215_148_3 ∆Ψ          
CDO718_39_1 Ψ            
RM230_257_5             
RM233B_142_5 ∆Ψ       
RM14_171_2 ∆             
RZ53_22_1 ∆               
RM205_153_11 Ψ          
















.7545 RM11_127_3 Ψ              
RM44_130_13 ∆             
RM232_162_13 Ψ          
RM14_169_1 Ψ             
RM22_189_4 Ψ              
RM11_123_1               
RM10_171_8 Ψ              
RZ599_38_2 ∆             
RZ421_19_1              
RM207_119_7  Ψ           
RM215_148_3 ∆Ψ          
RM259_155_4 Ψ            
CDO718_39_1 Ψ            
RM233B_142_5 ∆Ψ       

















































.5701  RM44_130_13 Ψ            
RZ424A_11_1 ∆Ψ          
RZ405_158_8 Ψ             
RM224_158_13 Ψ          
RZ886_48_3 Ψ              
RZ537A_26_1              
RM262_157_6              
RM259_155_4 Ψ            
RM20B_210_2             
RM26_114_3              
RZ143_91_2 ∆             
RZ87_19_1 Ψ              
RM232_150_7 Ψ            















.6973 RM44_130_13 Ψ            
RM255_151_7 ∆             
RZ424A_11_1 ∆Ψ          
RZ400_32_3               
RM232_158_11             
RZ395_44_1               
RM224_158_13 Ψ          
RM263_156_2              
RZ87_19_1 Ψ               
RM232_156_10            
RZ405_158_8 Ψ            
RZ886_48_3 Ψ              












































.6174  CDO405_170_4 ∆Ψ        
RZ2_47_2                 
RM14_173_3 Ψ             
RM11_129_4 Ψ             
RM7_175_7 ∆Ψ              
RM259_174_20 Ψ          
RM22_195_7               
RZ387_12_1               
RM226_219_9             
RM263_160_4 ∆Ψ          
RZ424B_190_6            













.6513 CDO405_170_4 ∆Ψ        
RM7_175_7 ∆Ψ              
RM14_183_6                  
RM235_100_4                
RM228_114_5                
RM209_127_4                
RZ2_45_1                        
RM11_129_4 Ψ              
RM14_173_3 Ψ              
RM20A_276_10 ∆          















a First component of designation is SSR/RFLP marker, second is allele size in bp (SSR) or 100 bp 
(RFLP), and third is allele number at locus. Allele order in table corresponds to its relative 
contribution to the model. 
b Alleles with ∆ sybmol were identified by both DA and stepwise forward regression or 
LASSO/LAR regression. 
c Alleles with Ψ symbol were identified by both stepwise forward regression and LASSO/LAR 
regression. 
d No alleles identified most likely due to lack of phenotypic variation observed among lines. 
 
 
Analysis with population structure increased R2 values for all traits except for tiller 
number with stepwise forward regression and flag leaf width with LASSO/LAR selection (Table 
3.2). The epistatic model containing interaction terms and fewer main effects increased R2 values 
for all traits except for 1000-grain weight and panicle length with LASSO/LAR selection, grain 
thickness and flag leaf length with LASSO/LAR selection, and stem diameter with stepwise 
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forward regression. Stepwise forward regression and LASSO/LAR models identified the same 
and different interaction terms for all traits. Some interaction terms 
(RM48_215_5*RM202_158_3, RM212_114_3*RG480_48_2 and 
RM212_114_3*RM226_197_3 of tiller number, RM232_160_12*RM10_175_10 of grain width, 
RM209_135_8* RM10_175_10 and RM10_175_10* RM11_133_5 of grain length-width ratio, 
RM209_135_8*CDO20_94_1 of grain thickness) explained a very high proportion of the 
observed variation (>40%) (Table 3.2).  
Models with interaction terms showed a significant improvement (at level p < 0.001) in 
goodness of fit compared with the models without interaction terms for all traits except for plant 
height, grain length, grain thickness and flag leaf length (Table 3.3). When significant p levels 
were adjusted to < 0.05, those four cases were also significant. Potential epistatic loci with high 
R2 values were identified that merit further investigation.  
Markers selected by DA/stepwise forward regression/LASSO/LAR mapped within 
known QTLs for agronomic traits. For example, DA-selected allele CDO118_69_1 mapped 
within the 4.25 cM QTL gw1.1 and 3.15 cM QTL gw1.2 on chromosome 1 for 1000-grain 
weight (Moncada et al. 2001) (Fig. 3.1). It was also found 1.9 cM from the 18 cM QTL QKw1 
(Li et al. 1997). DA-selected allele RZ329_43_3 DA was detected 7.4 cM from the 11 cM QTL 
QKw3a (Li et al. 1997), 3.1 cM, 4.05 cM, and 5.65 cM from the unnamed loci affecting 1000 
grain weight, respectively (Li et al. 1997), and 7.95 cM from the 48.9 cM QTL gw3 (Xiao et al. 
1996) on chromosome 3. SFR/LASSO/LAR-selected allele RM232_160_12 was observed within 
the QTL gw3. Allele RM241_138_13 selected by DA and RM241_142_15 selected by 
SFR/LASSO/LAR were found within the 75 cM unnamed QTL detected by Brondani et al. 
(2002) on chromosome 4. DA-selected Allele RM44_92_2 and SFR/LASSO/LAR selected allele 
RM44_108_6 mapped within the 32.9 QTL gw-8 on chromosome 8 (Lu et al. 1997). Moreover, 
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Table 3.2. Epistatic loci and R2 values determined for twelve rice traits derived from modified stepwise forward and LASSO/LAR 
regression methods with or without consideration of population structure. 
Assuming no structure  Assuming structure (Sub population 1)a 



























              
Tiller 
number 






.9037  .0229~.6130 
 







               






























               




.7531  .0001~.1215 .7714  RM48_215_5* CDO87_19_1  .0055 .7879 
              
Heading 
date (d) 





               






.7382  .0001~.2268 .8192  RM44_108_6* RM207_125_10          










(g) LASSO/LAR .0414~.1390 .5079  RZ596_260_5* RZ424B_210_7 
 
.0073 .4894  .0286~.2268 .6450  RM228_116_6* CD020_164_2 




               




.8215  .0001~.5021 .8915  RM10_173_9*RZ251_180_3 
 
.0025 .8953 









.7359  .0505~.5021 .8179  RM14_183_6*RG64_37_2 






               









(mm) LASSO/LAR .0303~.3568 .7453  RM14_183_6*RM51_132_2 RM235_100_4*CDO87_35_3 
.2998 
.2454 
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(Table 3.2 continued) 

















LASSO/LAR .0955~.3918 .7511  RM11_127_3* RM248_82_4 





.7857  .0338~.6089 .8720  RZ574_215_2* RM223_149_4 
RM232_160_12*RM51_132_2 ∆ 





               









              
Grain 
thickness 




.7524  .2814~.5051 .7604  RM209_135_8*RM44_92_2 .3277 .7555 
               
Stepwise Forward  .0003~.0885 .6029  RZ740_58_4*RZ649_21_1           
RM204_144_18*RZ740_58_4           
.0243 
.0632 





              
Flag leaf 
length 
(cm) LASSO/LAR .0253~.0885 .4780  NDd ND ND  .0276~.0886 .5361  RM55_229_2*RM263_156_2 .0164 .5184 
               
Stepwise Forward  .0004~.1170 .7545  RM11_127_3*CDO718_39_1 ∆          
















LASSO/LAR .0218~.1170 .6583  RM232_162_13*RM233B_142_5       





.6796  .0755~.1965 .6364  RM44_130_13*RM207_119_7 ∆        






               
Stepwise Forward  .0019~.1126 .6973  RM224_158_13*RM20B_210_2 
RM259_155_4*RM21_132_2           




.7320  .0002~.1658 .7910  RM224_158_13*RZ886_29_1 ∆        
RZ143_63_1*RM241_142_ 15  


















               




.6653  .0001~.2171 .7414  CDO405_170_4*RM20A_305_20 




              
Panicle 
length 





a Only sub-population 1 was evaluated because the remaining two subpopulations contained insufficient size (n = 16, 43) for analysis 
b Interaction terms with ∆ sybmol were identified by both stepwise forward regression and LASSO/LAR regression. 
c Interaction terms with Ψ symbol had large effects with R2 >.4000. 
d No Interaction terms were selected. 
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Table 3.3. Goodness of fit of two different models in explaining phenotypic variation for twelve 
rice traits. 





       
BICb 
 -2 log 
likelihood 
       
BIC 
 -2 log 
likelihood 
       
BIC 
 -2 log 
likelihood 
       
BIC 
Without interaction  530.6 535.6  -244.8  -239.8  837.9 842.9  555.4 560.4 
            





(Table 3.3 continued) 





         
BIC 
 -2 log 
likelihood 
            
BIC 
 -2 log 
likelihood 
         
BIC 
 -2 log 
likelihood 
             
BIC 
Without interaction  172.2  177.1  -107.6 -102.7  -1.4 3.5  -372.3  -367.3 
            





(Table 3.3 continued) 





        
BIC  
 -2 log 
likelihood 
         
BIC 
 -2 log 
likelihood 
        
BIC 
 -2 log 
likelihood 
        
BIC 
Without interaction  752.8 757.8  -161.6  -156.7  226.2 231.1  569.9 574.9 
            
With interaction  719.8* 724.7  -171.5 (NS) -166.5  199.8* 204.7  542.0* 546.9 
a Epistatic models with or without interaction terms in sub-population 1 were evaluated.  
b BIC, Bayesian Information Criterion (smaller is better).  
c Model comparison based on Chi-square test indicates whether the model with interaction terms 
significantly improved the model fit at p < 0.001; *, significant; NS, not significant. 
 
 
the SFR/LASSO/LAR-selected alleles, RM232_160_12, RM241_142_15, and RM44_108_6 
were one of the interaction terms for the trait of 1000-grain weight. For grain length / width ratio, 
DA-selected allele RM204_142_17 mapped within 31.4 cM unnamed QTL detected by Tan et al. 
































Traditional QTL for 1000 grain weight
DA-selected markers for 1000 grain weight †
*
Traditional QTL for grain length / width ratio 
DA-selected markers for grain length / width ratio 
† SFR/LASSO/LAR-selected markers for 1000 grain weight 








Fig. 3.1. Chromosomal locations of markers identified by discriminant analysis (DA), stepwise 
forward regression (SFR), least angle regression (LAR)/least absolute shrinkage and selection 
operator (LASSO), and quantitative trait locue (QTL) mapping for 1000-grain weight and grain 
length-width ratio in rice.  
 
In addition to the DA/SFR/LASSO/LAR alleles that pointed to the same or nearby 
regions as previously reported QTLs, Fig. 3.1 shows several DA/SFR/LASSO/LAR-selected  
markers not found by traditional methods. For example, the following alleles selected for 1000-
grain weight were not found associated with previously reported QTLs: SFR/LASSO/LAR 
alleles RM204_130_13 on chromosome 6 and RM21_156_10 and CDO365_160_4 on 
chromosome 11. Similarly, DA/SFR/LASSO/LAR alleles not associated with reported QTLs for 
grain length-width ratio include DA alleles RZ400_32_3 on chromosome 10, RM209_161_16 
and RM21_160_12 on chromosome 11 and SFR/LASSO/LAR allele RM209_135_8 on 
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chromosome 11. These markers identified by DA/SFR/LASSO/LAR may therefore new loci 
associated with 1000-grain weight and grain length-width ratio. Similar results were obtained for 
the remaining ten agronomic traits evaluated in this study (data not shown). 
3.4 Conclusions  
The analysis with current statistical methods for association genetics including recently 
developed mixed models (Arbelbide et al. 2006; Yu et al. 2006), are conducted by one marker at 
a time independently. However, our current understanding of biochemical and physiological 
genetics, as well as the regulation of gene expression, strongly suggests the ubiquitous nature of 
interactions among gene products. Therefore, the complex trait such as yield and grain quality 
should be controlled by many genes and influenced by epistatic interactions of different loci and 
the approaches used in this study with the ability to simultaneously identify numerous loci and 
digenic epistatic interactions were reasonable and exhibited advantages compared to other 
approaches. 
Results from this study indicated that the epistatic model based on stepwise forward 
regression successfully identified several interacting loci that explained a relatively high 
proportion of the observed variation for all the twelve agronomically important traits. Moreover, 
the loci identified by the epistatic model mapped within previously known QTL regions that 
underscores the genetic basis of the selected markers. Consideration of epistatic terms in the 
stepwise forward regression, along with population structure, and missing data (multiple 
imputation), created a more robust model compared to the one without epistasis as judged by 
log-likelihood and BIC comparisons. Results from this study suggest that association genetics is 
a rapid and powerful method to identify epistatic factors that impact agronomic traits of inbred 
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rice. The selected loci can be used in future studies to further dissect the contribution of epistasis 
to genetic variation and varietal improvement in rice. 
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CHAPTER 4: CLONING AND PHYLOGENETIC ANALYSIS OF GENES ENCODING 
ACETOLACTATE SYNTHASE FROM COREOPSIS TINCTRIA NUTT. FOR 
RESISTANCE TO SULFONYLUREA AND IMIDAZOLINONE HERBICIDES 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Weeds are a constant limitation to optimal commercial crop production and can cause 
substantial yield losses in all growing areas of the world. The use of herbicides is considered an 
effective, easy and comparatively inexpensive approach to control noxious weeds. Acetolactate 
synthase (ALS) (acetohydroxyacid synthase, AHAS, E.C. 4.1.3.18), which catalyses the first 
common step in the biosynthesis of the branched-chain amino acids in plants, is a target of five 
herbicide groups, viz. sulfonylurea, imidazolinone, triazolopyrimidine, pyrimidinyl oxybenzoate, 
and sulfonylanminocarbonyl-triazolinones (Mallory-Smith and Retzinger, 2003). These 
herbicides block the biosynthesis of essential amino acids valine, leucine and isoleucine (Ray 
1984; Santel et al. 1999; Schloss 1990; Shaner et al. 1984; Sibony and Rubin 2003; Stidham and 
Shaner 1990; Subrananian and Gerwick 1989; Subrananian et al. 1990). It is believed that 
starvation of plants for these amino acids is the primary mechanism by which ALS-inhibiting 
herbicides cause plant death (Tranel and Wright 2002). However, other secondary effects of ALS 
inhibition, such as buildup of α-ketobutyrate, disruption of protein synthesis, and disruption of 
photosynthate transport, have been implicated in the mechanism of plant death (Shaner 1991; 
Tranel and Wright 2002). ALS-inhibiting herbicides have been used as selective agents in 
laboratory studies to isolate a range of resistant biotypes from otherwise susceptible populations 
(Falco and Dumas 1985; Haughn and Somerville 1986).  
4.1.1 ALS Enzyme and Mechanisms of Resistance to Herbicides 
Two parallel reactions are catalyzed by the ALS enzyme: synthesis of (S)-2-acetolactate 
from two molecules of pyruvate and synthesis of (S)-2-aceto-2-hydroxybutyrate from a molecule 
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each of pyruvate and 2-ketobutyrate (Guttieri et al. 1996; McCourt et al. 2006; Singh et al. 
1988). (S)-2-acetolactate is a precursor of valine and leucine while (S)-2-aceto-2-
hydroxybutyrate is a precursor of isoleucine. In eukaryotes, ALS is encoded in the nucleus and is 
located in plastids of plants (Bowen et al. 1997; Duggleby and Pang 2000) or in mitochondria of 
fungi (Duggleby and Pang 2000). An N-terminal transit peptide is presumed to direct the protein 
to the appropriate organelle, and it is usually assumed that this transit peptide is cleaved during 
or after translocation. The site of cleavage has not yet been established for any ALS protein 
(Duggleby and Pang 2000). After Mazur et al. (1987) isolated the first two plant ALS genes from 
Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) Heynh. and Nicotiana tabacum L., a number of plant ALS genes have 
subsequently been cloned and characterized. Most diploid plant species have a single ALS locus 
(Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) Heynh. and Xanthium strumarium L.), with corn (Zea mays L.) and 
sunflower (Helianthus annuus L.) being notable exceptions with two loci (Guttieri et al. 1996) 
and three loci (Kolkman et al. 2004), respectively. Tetraploid tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum L.) 
has two loci (Chaleff and Bascomb 1987); Brassica species possess five loci (Rutledge et al. 
1991); and Gossypium Hirsutum L. contain six loci (Grula et al., 1995). Coreopsis tinctoria Nutt. 
is reported to be a diploid species (Strother 1983), but the exact number of ALS loci is unknown. 
The mature ALS protein is approximately 670 amino acids long (Tan et al. 2005) and is highly 
conserved across species (Guttieri et al. 1996). 
Certain related classes of herbicides are known to inhibit ALS, such as the sulfonylurea, 
imidazolinone, triazolopyrimidine, pyrimidinyl oxybenzoate, and sulfonylanminocarbonyl-
triazolinones, by attaching to a relic quinine-binding site (Hattori et al. 1995, Santel et al. 1999). 
The discovery of ALS-inhibiting herbicides was a significant accomplishment in the history of 
weed science. A major advantage of these compounds is their high efficacy, broad-spectrum 
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weed control, low use rates, and environmental safety (Mazur and Falco 1989). Various 
sulfonylurea derivatives as potent herbicides were discovered in the mid-1970’s (Levitt 1978), 
with action of these compounds due to inhibition of ALS in both plants (Chaleff and Mauvais 
1984) and bacteria (LaRossa and Schloss 1984). American Cyanamid (now BASF Corp.) also 
developed the unrelated imidazolinone herbicides that also inhibit ALS (Shaner et al. 1984). 
Chlorsulfuron (Glean®) was the first ALS inhibitor marketed in North America in 1982 (Guttieri 
et al. 1996). Sulfometuron methyl (Oust®) is another sulfonylurea herbicide widely used (Guttieri 
et al. 1996). Imidazolinone herbicides, such as imazethapyr (Pursuit®) and imazaquin (Scepter®) 
are broad-spectrum weed control herbicides (Guttieri et al. 1996). Imazapic (Plateau®) is a 
selective herbicide for both the pre and post-emergent control of grasses, broad-leaf weeds, and 
weed control in natural areas, particularly in conjunction with the establishment of native warm-
season prairiegrasses and certain legumes. Imazapic is relatively non-toxic to terrestrial and 
aquatic mammals, birds, and amphibians. Imazapic has an average half-life of 120 days in soil, 
and is rapidly degraded by sunlight in aqueous solution (Tu et al. 2001). Imazapyr (Arsenal®) is a 
non-selective herbicide used for the control of a broad range of weeds including annual and 
perennial grasses and broadleaved herbs, and woody species. Imazapyr is not highly toxic to 
birds and mammals, but some formulations can cause severe, irreversible eye damage. Studies 
indicate imazapyr is excreted by mammalian systems rapidly with no bioaccumulation (Tu et al. 
2001). Worldwide, there are more than 30 commercial ALS-inhibiting herbicides, indicative of 
their importance for weed management in a wide range of crops (Shaner 1999).  
The lack of inhibition of ALS in resistant plant biotypes is predominantly due to an 
altered form of ALS that is insensitive to certain herbicides (Christopher et al. 1992; Devine et 
al. 1991; Manley et al. 1999; Saari et al. 1990, 1992, 1994; Thill et al. 1993). A second 
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mechanism of resistance is enhanced herbicide metabolism resulting in rapid detoxification of 
the herbicide (Christopher et al. 1992; Saari et al. 1994; Veldhuis et al. 2000). Examples for the 
second mechanism include primisulfuron-tolerant corn (Zea mays L.) (Guttieri et al. 1996), 
chlorsulfuron-tolerant soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merr.) (Guttieri et al. 1996), rigid ryegrass 
(Lolium rigidum Gaud.) (Christopher et al. 1991; Cotterman and Saari 1992; Holtum et al. 1991), 
and blackgrass (Alopecurus myosuroides Huds.) (Kemp et al. 1990; Moss and Cussans 1991). 
The crystal structure of the ALS enzyme has revealed a catalytic subunit formed by the 
folding of two large subunits that contain the A, B, C (Hershey et al. 1999; Lee and Duggleby. 
2002; Pang et al. 2002) and D (Woodworth et al. 1996a) domains. Modeling research suggests 
that the binding site for ALS/AHAS herbicides resides near the junction between the two large 
subunits (Bekkaoui et al. 1993; Duggleby et al. 2003; Ott et al. 1996; Pang et al. 2002). 
Mutations for ALS resistance in the “pocket” of the folded ALS enzyme near the interface of the 
subunits were reported to act as a binding site for ALS/AHAS herbicides. Different classes of 
ALS/AHAS herbicides have been proposed to attach to unique, but overlapping regions of the 
binding site (McCourt et al. 2006; Ott et al. 1996; Pang et al. 2002; Preston and Mallory-Smith 
2001; Schloss 1990; Singh and Shaner 1995).   
4.1.2 ALS Gene Mutations That Confer Resistance to Herbicides 
Single point mutations within multiple sites of the ALS gene can result in a variable 
pattern of cross-resistance between the classes of ALS-inhibiting herbicides (Shaner 1999). 
Initially these point mutations were characterized using mutants generated in the laboratory, e.g., 
ALS-inhibiting herbicide resistant tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum L.) cell cultures (Chaleff and Ray 
1984; Creason et al. 1988; Hartnett et al. 1990; Lee et al. 1988), Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) 
Heynh. seeds (Haughn and Somerville 1986, 1990; Haughn et al. 1988; Mourad et al. 1992, 
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1993; Sathasivan et al. 1991), corn (Zea mays L.) cultures (Bernasconi et al. 1995), and Brassica 
napus L. cell cultures (Hattori et al. 1995). The same mutations were later detected in field-
resistant plants, e.g., lettuce (Lactuca serriola L.) (Guttieri et al. 1992), kochia (Kochia scoparia 
(L.) Schrad.) (Guttieri et al. 1995; Saari et al. 1990), cocklebur (Xanthium strumarium L.) 
(Bernasconi et al. 1995), Raphanus raphanistrum L. (Boutsalis 2001; Hashem et al. 2001; 
Hashem and Bowran 2002; Tan and Medd 2002; Walsh et al. 2001), Lindernia (Itoh and Wang 
1997; Itoh et al. 1999; Uchino and Watanabe 2002; Uchino et al. 1999, 2000), and Amaranthus 
blitoides S. Watson (Sibony and Rubin 1996, 2003). Biotypes in at least 20 monocotyledonous 
and 44 dicotyledonous plant species were recorded as having evolved resistance to several of the 
ALS-inhibiting herbicides (Heap 2003). This may be due to repeated applications of ALS 
inhibitor herbicides for more than three years (Rubin 1996). No reports for resistance of 
Coreopsis tinctoria Nutt. to imidazolinone or sulfonylurea herbicides have been previously 
published. The majority of mutations known to confer resistance to imidazolinone herbicides 
have been detected in domains A and B of the large subunit of the ALS gene (Tan et al. 2005; 
Wright et al. 1998). These mutations occur at positions (codons) Ala122, Pro197, Ala205, 
Trp574, and Ser653 (Amino acids numbered according to A. thaliana described in Sathasivan et 
al. 1990). Mutations at Ala122, Ser653, and Ala205 generally confer resistance to 
imidazolinones, but not sulfonlyureas (Tan et al. 2005). The most common mutations in biotypes 
selected by sulfonylureas occur in the highly conserved domain A with 13 amino acids, where 
any alteration of Pro197 confers resistance primarily to sulfonylureas and triazolopyrimiines 
(Guttieri et al. 1992). A Trp574 to Leu mutation in domain B has been associated with broad 
cross-resistance to representatives of all five families of ALS-inhibiting chemicals (Bernasconi et 
al. 1995; Tranel et al. 2006; Woodworth et al., 1996b). Some mutations occur in domain C where 
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an Ala122 to Thr mutation appears to confer resistance only to imidazolinones (Bernasconi et al. 
1995), while an Ala205 to Val substitution in domain D confers broad cross-resistance 
(Woodworth et al. 1996a), as in the case of the Trp574 codon in Domain B.  
In nearly all instances of enzyme-based resistance to ALS herbicides, resistance has been 
inherited as a single gene with varying degrees of dominance (Tranel and Wright 2002). Currie 
et al. (1995) demonstrated that ALS extracts from Pioneer IR corn hybrids were 6-fold more 
resistant to imazethapyr when compared to more than 62-fold resistance in homozygous plants. 
In the heterozygous XI-12 corn, imazethapyr resistance was 5-fold, compared to 250-fold in the 
homozygous plants, indicating that resistance in corn XI-12 is a semidominant trait (Wright and 
Penner 1998). Similar results were also obtained in Sisymbrium orientale L. (Boutsalis et al. 
1999). Inheritance of resistance to imidazolinone or sulfonylurea herbicide has not been reported 
for C. tinctoria. 
4.1.3 ALS-resistant Mutants in Crops and Weeds  
More than 70 plant species throughout the world also have been reported showing 
resistance after repeated applications of ALS-inhibiting herbicides for more than three years 
(Heap 2003; Saari et al. 1994). Resistance in many cases has been attributed to single point 
mutations which can occur at multiple sites within the ALS gene (Shaner 1999) that provide 
opportunities to study the molecular basis of resistance and to transfer cloned resistance genes to 
different economic crops for weed management. Most ALS mutant lines, from laboratory or field 
sources, generally possess a nucleotide base-pair substitution at only one or two sites (Boutsalis 
et al. 1999), and do not always show a broad spectrum of resistance to ALS-inhibiting 
herbicides. Consequently, it would be beneficial to discover new gene sources of ALS that 
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exhibit a broad spectrum of resistance for basic biochemical and molecular studies and to 
transfer high levels of resistance to commercial crops. 
Commercial varieties of rice (Oryza sativa L.), corn (Zea mays L.), oilseed rape 
(Brassica napus L.), sunflower (Helianthus annuus L.), and wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) that 
are resistant to imidazolinone herbicides have been released (Tan et al. 2005). Clearfield rice 
varieties CL121 and CL141, first released in 2001, were developed by chemical mutagenesis of 
seeds that created a single mutation at Gly654. Seeds from the variety Cypress were treated with 
the chemical EMS to produce a single mutation at Ser 653. The variety CL161 was developed 
from this mutation. Four single mutations in the corn ALS gene (codons Ala122, Ala155, 
Trp574, Ser653), produced from either cell culture or chemical mutagenesis, resulted in the 
release of “Clearfield corn” and other varieties. Oilseed rape mutants PM1 and PM2 were 
derived from microspore mutagenesis resulting in mutations at Ser653 and Trp574, respectively. 
“Clearfield” varieties of sunflower were produced from mutations at Ala205. Both winter and 
spring varieties of wheat have been released since 2001 that are resistant to imidazolinones due 
to a single mutation at Ser653. Mutations at Ala122, Pro197, and at other unknown sites were 
reported to confer resistance to imidazolinone herbicides in sugarbeet (Beta vulgaris L.), cotton 
(Gossypium hirsutum L.), soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merr.), lettuce (Lactuca sativa L.), tomato 
(Lycopersicon esculentum Mill.), and tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum L.).  
A total of 23 herbicide-resistant weed species with mutations identified within the ALS 
gene have been posted online with periodical updates (http://www.weedscience.org/ mutations/ 
MutDisplay.aspx; Tranel, P.J., Wright, T.R, and Heap, I.M. ALS mutations from herbicide-
resistant weeds. Online. Internet. Monday, January 23, 2006. Available http://www. 
weedscience.com). Mutations at Pro197 were the most common across 15 different species, 11 
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mutations at Trp574 in as many species were reported, and Ala122 and Ser653 were the least 
common in only 7 species. It is interesting that the mutation at Trp574, as was the case with 
commercial crops described above, resulted in high levels of resistance (> 10-fold) against all 
tested imidazolinone and sulfonylurea herbicides.   
4.1.4 ALS Mutants of Coreopsis tinctoria Nutt. 
No report has been published previously that describes ALS/AHAS-resistant mutants 
from Coreopsis tinctoria Nutt. Unlike most other ALS mutants produced from chemical 
mutagenesis, preliminary studies of the Coreopsis tinctoria Nutt. field-derived mutant plants 
suggest they are highly resistant to both sulfonylurea (sulfometuron methyl “Oust®”; 
chlorsulfuron “Glean®”) and imidazolinone (imazapyr “Arsenal®” ) herbicides (our unpublished 
results). 
4.1.5 Research Objectives  
 Due to patent applications by the Louisiana State University Agricultural Center and 
restrictions of patent applications, the specific objectives, except for the phylogenetic analysis, 
cannot be included in the dissertation at this time. The phylogenetic analysis objective is to: 
Perform phylogenetic analysis to determine relationship of Coreopsis tinctoria Nutt. ALS gene 
with 14 dicotyledonous and monocotyledonous plant species.  
4.2 Materials and Methods  
Due to patent applications, the Materials and Methods section, except for the 
phylogenetic analysis, cannot be included in the dissertation at this time.  
GenBank was searched using the entire sequence of the mutant Coreopsis tinctoria L. 
ALS gene (sequence (1)). Fourteen other plant species were chosen from GenBank. The species 
were Helianthus annuus L. (GenBank accession AY541454 (1) and AY541457 (2)), Xanthium 
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strumarium L. (U16280), Amaranthus powellii S. Watson (AF363370), Gossypium hirsutum L. 
(Z46960), Bassia scoparia (L.) A. J. Scott (AF094326), Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) Heynh. 
(AY124092), Nicotiana tabacum L. (X07645), Brassica napus L. (Z11526), Papaver rhoeas L. 
(AJ577316), Camelina microcarpa Andrz. ex DC. (AY428947), Zea mays L. (X63553), Oryza 
sativa L. (AY885675), Monochoria vaginalis (Burm. f.) C. Presl ex Kunth (AB243613), and 
Lolium multiflorum Lam. (AF310684). DNA sequences were aligned using the program 
ClustalX (ftp://ftp-igbmc.u-strasbg.fr/pub/ ClustalX/), and a Neighbor Joining Tree was created 
using the program Mega3 (http://www.megasoftware.net).  
4.3 Results  
Due to patent applications, the Results section except for the phylogenetic analysis 
cannot be included at this time.  
A search of the DNA sequence databases in the GenBank showed that the Coreopsis 
tinctoria Nutt. DNA sequence (1) contained significant sequence similarity to the higher plant 
ALS genes. Using the default parameters, the smallest sum probabilities ranged from 2.0 × 10-9 
for Lolium multiflorum Lam. to 0 for Helianthus annuus L. Phylogenetic analysis based on the 
entire ALS gene sequences showed that the two different sequences of ALS gene from Coreopsis 
tinctoria Nutt. and the two different ALS genes of  Helianthus annuus L. were most closely 
related, respectively (Fig. 4.1). The 15 different plant species were divided into four different 
groups (Fig. 4.1). Plants were monocots in group 1 and eudicots in group 2 to 4. Group 1 
included Lolium multiflorum Lam., Oryza sativa L., and Zea mays L., members of Poaceae 
family and Monochoria vaginalis (Burm. f.) C. Presl ex Kunth, a member of Commelinaceae 
family. Group 2 contained Papaver rhoeas L., a member of Ranunculaceae family, and 
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Chenopodiaceae family. Group 3 had Camelina microcarpa Andrz. ex DC., Arabidopsis 
thaliana (L.) Heynh. and Brassica napus L., members of Brassicaceae family, and Gossypium 
hirsutum L., a member of Malvaceae family. Nicotiana tabacum L., a member of Solanaceae 
family, and Coreopsis tinctoria Nutt., Xanthium strumarium L. and Helianthus annuus L., 
members of Asteraceae family, belonged to Group 4. With the group number increasing, the 
relation magnitude of plant species among different groups was decreasing. Therefore, ALS of 
Coreopsis tinctoria Nutt. was most closely related to Xanthium strumarium L. and Helianthus 
annuus L. members of the Asteraceae family, and most distantly related to Lolium multiflorum 
Lam., Oryza sativa L., and Zea mays L., members of the Poaceae family. Plants of the 
Asteraceae family are known as dicots and those of the Poaceae family as monocots. 
Phylogenetic results obtained from the current study were consistent with traditional systematic 
analysis (angiosperm phylogeny website: 
http://www.mobot.org/MOBOT/Research/APweb/welcome.html). 
4.4 Discussion 
Due to patent applications, the Discussion section is restricted to the phylogenetic results 
in the dissertation at this time. 
ALS genes were conserved across the different species of plants. The mutations occurred 
in the conserved region would cause plants to be tolerant to herbicides. Phylogenetic results 
based on ALS genes were consistent with traditional systematic analysis based on phenotypic 
data. Moreover, the fact that the different ALS sequences of same species were grouped together 
proved the reliability of the phylogenetic analysis. Therefore, the ALS genes will be a useful tool 
for future plant systematic analysis. If sampling more individual plants in each species and 
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sequencing the ALS genes for each individual plant, it will be possible to estimate the 
evolutionary profile of different species of plants. 
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CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 The first research objective of this dissertation described in chapter two dealt with 
development and evaluation of several statistical procedures to identify DNA markers associated 
with economically important breeding traits among a diverse set of inbred rice lines. This general 
area of research is referred to as association genetics and is different in structure and analysis 
when compared to the standard genetic mapping approach of backcross or recombinant inbred 
populations. Most advances in association genetics were historically driven by human 
geneticists, but several statistical models proposed by Ed Buckler’s lab (discussed below) at 
Cornell and results shown in chapter two have contributed alternative approaches to marker 
identification of complex traits in plants.  
The justification for this research is related to potential advantages of association genetics 
over traditional mapping approaches that first require marker screens of parents of a cross for 
polymorphic loci and then development of a recombinant inbred population of ≥ 300 lines to 
create a linkage map that takes three to fours years to develop. Moreover, statistical power and 
precision are limited in a diploid species like rice due to reduced meiotic events and segregation 
of only two alleles at a single locus for any given population. Large segregating or intermating 
populations can be developed to overcome these limitations, but few researchers are willing or 
able to bear such financial and labor commitments on a routine basis.  
Association genetics has the potential to overcome the above-mentioned constraints by 
capturing multiple historical recombination events embedded within a diverse set of inbred lines 
such as those evaluated in chapter two. A “novel” approach for plant association genetic studies 
of 12 agronomic traits described in this dissertation is based on a multivariate procedure referred 
to as discriminant analysis (DA). This method uses stepwise discriminant analysis to identify 
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markers in two or more subsets of the population referred to as “training samples” that best 
differentiate the subsets. This step is crucial to reduce the number of markers evaluated that in 
turn diminishes Type I errors due to repeated measures using a large number of markers. Results 
from this study, published in the journal Theoretical and Applied Genetics (Zhang et al. 2005), 
indicate that DA-selected markers for the 12 traits mapped to the same or nearby genetic regions 
when compared to previous studies by various researchers that used traditional mapping 
techniques. New markers identified by DA suggest that the procedure can also uncover relevant 
genetic regions not possible by standard genetic tests. The DA-based approach has been recently 
used by the Louisiana State University Agricultural Center sweet potato breeding program (Dr. 
Labonte) to successfully identify DNA markers associated with disease resistance and dry matter 
yield. Taken together, the seven-step procedure of association genetics described in chapter two 
should be considered as a viable approach to identify candidate markers for simple and complex 
agronomic traits that have a direct and immediate impact on rice germplasm and varietal 
development.  
Current statistical methods for association genetics, including the DA-based approach 
described above are based on the “general linear model” (GLM) where DNA markers used as 
predictor variables are assumed to act independently with no interaction effects. A popular 
software program for plant GLM analysis is the “TASSEL” method developed by Ed Buckler’s 
laboratory at Cornell University. Of course, the assumption of locus independence is not realistic 
for complex regulatory loci that interact and participate in cascading signaling pathways. To 
overcome these limitations, an epistatic model described in chapter three, was developed using 
the newly released SAS GLMSELECT procedure. In addition, two “new” GLM models referred 
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to as the “LASSO” method of Tibshirani (1996) and LAR method of Efron et. al. (2004) were 
also evaluated to reduce parameter dimension and increase precision.  
Results from the study shown in chapter three indicate that the epistatic model based on 
stepwise forward regression did successfully identify several interacting loci that explained a 
relatively high proportion of the observed variation for all the twelve agronomically important 
traits. Moreover, the loci identified by the epistatic model mapped within previously known QTL 
regions that underscores the genetic basis of the selected markers. It was concluded that stepwise 
forward regression with consideration for population structure, epistatic interactions, and missing 
data (multiple imputation) was a robust method, compared to the general linear model, to 
identify markers associated with complex agronomic traits. A 0.05 significance level and the 
smallest Predicted Residual Sum of Squares statistic of Cross Validation (CVPRESS) were used 
as criteria for optimal selection of both additive and epistatic models. Additional selection 
criteria should be evaluated in future studies. The selected interacting loci are of particular 
genetic and breeding interest that merit further investigation.  
The second research objective was focused on genetic analysis of herbicide resistance 
from mutants of Coreopsis tinctoria. In this study the mutants were compared by chemical, 
genetic, and molecular analyses with “normal” or wild-type Coreopsis. Due to restrictions of 
patent applications, specific results from this research cannot be presented at this time. However, 
it can be stated that results from this study would have a direct and immediate beneficial impact 
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